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Abstract

We conduct the first high-frequency comparison of pricing behaviour in betting markets
making use of a novel dataset of prices from the UK’s two largest bookmakers and the
world’s largest betting exchange. We investigate price competitiveness, finding that the
betting exchange structure offers customers superior returns and substantial liquidity. Given
the persistence of large bookmakers, we speculate that switching costs (e.g. learning costs)
must be significant. We also compare information arrival in betting markets across these
two market structures. We find some support for the hypothesis that the betting exchange
leads price discovery, with traditional bookmakers following.
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1 Introduction

Until the mid 1990s, both financial and betting markets were exclusively dealer-driven or quote-
driven: A dealer would offer (quote) particular prices for state-contingent contracts and willing
participants in the market were left to take the offered prices from dealers or not participate.
The classic large stock markets such as the Nasdaq and the London Stock Exchange followed this
model, while the traditional UK bookmakers such as William Hill or Ladbrokes are examples of
dealer-driven betting markets.
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In recent years, technology has rapidly altered the structure of betting markets, just as it has
professional financial markets. Both now feature computerised exchange systems where individual
participants can accept the current price on offer, or submit a limit order at a superior price in the
hope of achieving some price improvement. On the Nasdaq market, prices offered by dealers now
compete directly with those offered by members of the public, while in betting markets companies
such as InTrade and Betfair allow willing participants to buy (back) and sell (lay) bets of their
choice and hence allow members of the public to play the role of bookmaker, should they choose
to.

The market microstructure literature attempts to study “the process and outcomes of exchang-
ing assets under a specific set of rules” (O’Hara, 1995). The advent of such new rules for trading
as epitomised by these financial and betting exchanges provides a rich source of data upon which
to conduct market microstructure investigations.

The link between these two markets has not gone unnoticed; Gil and Levitt (2007) and Croxson
and Reade (2011) use betting markets to investigate the efficient markets hypothesis while Ozgit
(2005) and Franck et al. (2010) directly compare the dealer and exchange mechanisms in the
betting industry. The fundamental difference between financial and betting markets concerns the
underlying events; in betting the event usually is the outcome of a sporting encounter or other
event of popular interest, while in financial markets the event is the future returns to financial
assets. Betting markets also offer some distinct advantages for analysis of market microstructure:
the true value of the security becomes known over a relatively short horizon and means that time
discounting tends to be unnecessary. However, there are some limitations to the use of betting
markets in microstructure research. Betting markets may have insufficient liquidity for reliable
inference. Furthermore, noise traders may be particularly prevalent (e.g., people betting on their
own sports team out of loyalty). For this reason we focus our investigation on some of the largest
betting markets.

On the dealer side, we use data from the UK’s two largest bookmakers, Ladbrokes and William
Hill. On the exchange side, we focus on Betfair, by far the largest exchange-based betting market.
We also focus on football which is one of Betfair’s biggest markets. In our sample we have
on average about $793 of bets matched per second on Betfair and on average just below $5,000
available at each of the three most visible prices on the exchange. Hence, any concerns about
liquidity that might be raised against Ozgit (2005) (basketball on Betfair) and Gil and Levitt
(2007) (football on US exchange Intrade) can be assuaged.

Our work is related to studies by Ozgit (2005) and Franck et al. (2010), who analyze the dual
structure in betting markets. The authors compare pre-match prices across market types, finding
that the exchange is more accurate in pricing events and offers better prices and returns than the
traditional dealers (bookmakers). Naturally this begs the question: If dealers are so dominated
by the exchanges then why do they still exist? As documented by Ozgit, traditional bookmakers
are growing despite the prevalence of online betting exchanges. Figures 1 and Figure 2 give
some indication of this; Figures 1 shows that despite the growth of Betfair since the early 2000s,
the frequency of Google searches for the three betting companies is quite similar, with the two
bookmaker firms receiving more hits than Betfair since the start of 2009. This is an indication
of recent trends in the betting industry; although Betfair has grown aggressively and dominates
online betting on exchanges, the bookmakers still have a strong high-street presence and are also
developing their online activities extensively to compete with the online exchanges.1 Figure 2 plots

1Also of note on the plot are the seasonal patterns: There are spikes in betting around Christmas and again
around April corresponding to the Grand National horse race. There is a muted World Cup/European Champi-
onships effect in 2004, 2006, 2008 and 2010; the main other spikes each year correspond with the FA Cup Final at
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Figure 1: Relative frequency of Google searches for the three betting companies since 2004. Source:
Google Trends. Note: Scale is based on the average traffic of Betfair from United Kingdom in all
years
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Figure 2: Share prices for William Hill, Ladbrokes and Betfair since 1999.

the evolution of the share prices of William Hill and Ladbrokes over the decade since Betfair was
launched and displays no obvious drop in the bookmakers’ share prices in the early part of the
2000s when the growth of betting exchanges was particularly strong.

In this paper we apply the market microstructure research agenda to the betting market,
building on work by Ozgit (2005) most notably, and also Franck et al. (2010) in their comparison of
the bookmaker and exchange-based betting markets. We provide the first such investigation using
high-frequency “in-running” data. Our data cover the Euro 2008 tournament, which ran during
the summer of 2008 (see the shaded period in Figure 1). We have high-frequency, in-match data
(sampled every 1-2 seconds) from 22 of the 30 matches in the competition from Betfair, Ladbrokes
and William Hill. Our high-frequency data enable us to investigate how prices evolve in-match on
the rival betting platforms and hence afford us an intriguing insight into how information arrives
into the competitive betting market and how it is transmitted from one platform to the next.

Our data has some limitations; unfortunately we do not have information on actual markets
shares in the industry (because the firms offer quite different products they tend to discuss their

end of the English football season.
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share in non-overlapping markets), and perhaps most pertinently we do not have data on individual
traders which makes it impossible to identify noise traders or understand the impact of different
types of traders with any degree of accuracy. We also have no information on how many bets
were placed on the bookmakers’ websites and hence clear comparisons between these firms using
the relative market shares of these firms is not possible. Nonetheless, this paper provides an
insightful first perspective on competition between exchanges and dealers in live betting markets.
Live betting is (probably) the fastest growing part of the betting market, and the volumes are
already substantial. Hence, our work should interest academics, regulators, and firms themselves.

In Section 2 we introduce the UK betting industry in more detail, before in Section 3 we detail
our dataset. Section 4 contains the empirical analysis of this paper, where we first consider the
price competitiveness of the firms and then investigate information discovery within the market.
Section 5 concludes.

2 The Betting Industry

Traditionally, betting markets have been run by a closed community of licensed dealers, known as
bookmakers. Bookmakers are similar to market makers in financial markets; they establish and
maintain liquid markets by quoting prices at which they will deal. In betting, the prices are
termed “odds” and the most common type of bet is known as a fixed-odds bet. Suppose party A
wishes to back (bet on) some outcome and party B wishes to lay (bet against) the same. Then
under a fixed-odds bet, A agrees to pay B a certain amount (the backer’s “stake”) if the outcome
fails to materialise, and B agrees to pay A the same stake multiplied by pre-agreed (hence “fixed”)
odds if instead it does. For example, A might stake $100 at odds of 3 : 1 (‘three to one’) that
Argentina will win the World Cup. In this case, she collects $300 from B if Argentina succeed, but
otherwise B keeps her $100 stake. When betting with bookmakers, customers are restricted to
backing outcomes only; the bookmaker plays the role of party B, taking the lay side to every bet.

Odds relate inversely to the probabilities associated with particular outcomes.2 For instance,
odds of 3 : 1 imply a view that Argentina is three times more likely to fail than to succeed (a 25%
probability of Argentine victory).3 Bookmakers rely on in-house gambling experts to assess the
likelihood of different outcomes and to compile a set of odds accordingly. As the event draws closer
the odds can be adjusted, reflecting the arrival of relevant information and the bookmaker’s desire
to maintain a balanced book. Odds are described as “fair” when the implied probabilities sum
to one, but built into the set of prices offered by the bookmaker is a return for liquidity services
(known in betting circles as the “overround” or “vigorish”) such that the sum of probabilities
exceeds one. In 1999, this bookmaking model was still the only model of betting, and bookmakers
belonged to an exclusive and profitable club. In the UK, one of the world’s key betting markets,
it was illegal for anyone other than a licensed bookmaker to accept bets and a handful of major
players (William Hill, Ladbrokes, Coral) dominated the market. The overround stood at a healthy
twenty two per cent.4

The arrival in 2000 of online betting exchanges marked a revolution in the industry. The leading
exchanges are essentially order-driven markets in fixed-odds bets, allowing individual punters to bet

2The interpretation of betting prices as probabilities is a somewhat debated area. The interested reader is
referred to Wolfers and Zitzewitz (2006) and the articles cited therein, particularly Manski (2006).

3In this example, the odds are quoted in so-called fractional form. An alternative is to quote decimal odds, in
which case the stake is included in the quoted multiple, so that 3 : 1 becomes 4. This is convenient because the
implied probability is then obtained simply by inverting the decimal odds and normalising.

4Merrill Lynch Research, 17 January 2006.
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with each other directly, thereby disintermediating the bookmaker. This means that exchange
bettors can and do lay individual outcomes, contrary to the standard bookmaking model. In
addition, exchanges allow customers to place bets “in-running,” once an event is underway. This
is felt to have created a significantly more exciting betting experience. Typically, customers are
charged a small commission for exchange betting services, but the exchange does not otherwise
impose any overround. Compared with bookmakers’ odds, exchange prices, at least for popular
events, have tended to be highly competitive.5 The real hurdle for exchanges has been to achieve
sufficient liquidity. Betfair was one of the first exchanges to market, and is now by far the
largest. It levies a standard commission of 5% on winning bets, falling to 2% for the heaviest
users.6 Betfair’s early entry into the market and its decision to run with a model much closer to a
standard financial exchange than some of its competitors (notably Flutter.com) are thought to have
been pivotal its success.7 Volumes on the exchange are estimated to have doubled from $5.23bn
to $11.06bn between 2003 and 2004, and almost doubled again between 2004 and 2005.8 These
growth rates are well ahead of those for the gambling market generally. Figure 3 benchmarks
Betfair to the world’s largest financial exchanges in terms of trade frequency.9

Betfair processes over six million trades a day—six times the number of trades on the London
Stock Exchange and more than all the European stock exchanges combined.10 And in the past
few years the search term ‘betfair’ has overtaken ‘FTSE’ in popularity on Google (Figure 4).

The selection of markets Betfair offers is vast and covers most sporting events of popular
interest, together with many non-sporting events (such as key political events and reality TV).
Horse racing dominates exchange turnover, followed by soccer. Within soccer betting, customers
can place bets related to the ‘Outright Winner’ of a particular league or tournament, or the ‘Top
Scorer’ of the competition, for instance. Meanwhile, ‘Match Odds’ markets allow betting on
the outcome of individual games, by backing (betting on) or laying (betting against) the ‘Home
Win’, ‘Away Win’, or ‘Draw’. For those with less conventional betting preferences, there are

5The dominant exchange, Betfair, claims its prices are ‘on average 20% more generous than bookmakers’. Ozgit
(2005) confirms the competitiveness of Betfair’s pricing in the Basketball markets, although he does draw attention
to the failure of exchange sometimes to offer sufficient liquidity at inside (best) prices. He notes that punters
wishing to place large bets can be better off taking their custom back to bookmakers rather than “walking down
the order book” at the exchange, accepting increasingly unattractive prices to get large orders filled.

6On the 8th of September 2008 Betfair announced the introduction from 22nd September of an extra “Premium
Charge” to be paid by those customers whose winnings over the preceding 60 weeks have reached a certain threshold.
Such gamblers will be required to pay 20% of their profits to Betfair in commission or other charges. The
stipulated winnings threshold was set so high that the vast majority of Betfair users have so far been entirely
unaffected by this innovation to the charging scheme. Nevertheless the development has proved controversial:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/sport/2008/sep/16/horseracing

7Flutter.com, founded in February 1999 by American management consultants, was the first person-to-person
betting site. Laffey (2005) analyzes some of the operational and marketing differences likely to have led to Betfair’s
dominance over (and eventual merger with) its main rival, despite Flutter managing to attract a comparatively
huge amount of financial backing for its launch: “Flutter believed that they could thrive by facilitating social bets
between friends, for example about who would win a game of golf, and also limited the value and frequency of
bets allowed.” “Flutter’s website was not based around the Betfair idea of matching pools of money from backers
and layers, instead requiring a complete match between a single backer and a single layer. Multiple transactions
on an event by a punter on Flutter were also treated separately which led to inefficiency whilst the Betfair model
recognised mutually exclusive outcomes.”

8Merrill Lynch Research, 17th January 2006.
9This figure is based on analysis undertaken by Stephen Roman, Analyst, FXCM, New York, commissioned and

reported by prediction markets blog midas.org.
10“Betfair chairman Ed Wray: ‘Too many hurdles in the way of enterprise”’, Daily Telegraph, 29 November 2009,

last accessed 30 October 2011.
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Figure 3: Betfair vs. major financial exchanges: daily trading intensity.

markets such as ‘Over 2.5 goals,’ ‘Half-Time Score’ and exotic bets, such as Asian Handicaps and
Multipliers.

Suppose a user wished to bet on the outcome of a Premiership encounter between Arsenal and
Manchester United. Figure 5 shows the order book shortly before kick off.11

The order book indicates, among other things, that should she wish to back Manchester United,
she might immediately stake up to $16,784 at odds of 3.3, and up to a further $53,140 at slightly
less attractive odds of 3.25. Betfair uses decimal odds which are inclusive of stake. So a $10
bet to back Arsenal at odds of 2.58 would result in a gross return of $25.80 ($15.80 profit plus
$10 stake). All odds are displayed from the backer’s point of view. Thus, 2.6 and $16,289 on
the ‘Lay’ side of that market implies that someone (or some combination of users) has submitted
limit-orders hoping to back Arsenal asking for odds of 2.6 (i.e., slight better than the prevailing
market odds). If she were to accept $10 of this, by placing a lay order at 2.6, the user would be
betting against Arsenal and risking $26 to win $10.

Although, as we will document in this paper, Betfair offers better prices and hence returns,
even for substantially sized bets, the traditional bookmakers have continued to exist and even,
it would seem, thrive, as respective share prices would indicate (see Figure 2). Interestingly, in
October 2011 Betfair announced it was planning to begin offered fixed-odds betting alongside its
betting exchange from April 2012, indicating the durability of the quote-driven market structure
to such intense competition from the exchange-based structure.12

11The standard view of the Betfair order book shows the best three prices (and corresponding available volumes)
on the back and the lay side. By clicking on the team name it is possible to view the full order book showing any
prices and volumes available beyond the first three steps of the book, along with historical prices charts for each
selection.

12‘Betfair May Boost Profit With Fixed-Odds Sports Bets, Numis Says’, 20 October 2011, David Altaner,
Bloomberg, last accessed 27 October 2011.
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Figure 4: Frequency of google searches for “betfair” vs. “FTSE”. Scaling is relative to average
searches for Betfair such that a value of one means that at that point the number of searches for
either Betfair or FTSE was equal to the average number of searches over the entire sample period.

Figure 5: Betfair order book: Arsenal vs. Manchester United

2.1 Betting Basics: Odds, Offered Probabilities, the Overround, and
Implied Probabilities

Betting firms offer prices for betting on each of the N mutually exclusive outcomes of an event
(e.g., Home Wins, Away Wins, Draw, in the case of a soccer match). The price for a bet on a
particular outcome—known as the ‘odds’ on that outcome—tells a prospective customer the fixed
ratio (as a multiple of her stake) with which winning bets on this outcome will be paid out.

The odds may be quoted either in fractional or decimal form. If a betting firm is quoting
‘fractional odds’ of 3 : 1 on outcome A then a customer who has staked $1 at these odds will receive
back her stake plus net winnings of $3 if A occurs. If instead another outcome B materializes
then the customer loses her stake. ‘Decimal odds’ include the stake already. Thus, fractional
odds of 3 : 1 are equivalent to decimal odds of 4—the customer receives a total payout of $4 on a
winning $1 bet, where this $4 includes the return of her $1 stake.

The inverse of the decimal odds on an outcome e—henceforth DOe—can be interpreted as the
probability of e that is being offered by a betting firm to potential customers:
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Offered Probe : Pe = 1/DOe. (1)

Typically, these ‘offered probabilities’ sum to greater than one and the excess over unity is
known as the ‘overround’ or ‘vigorish’ v:

1 + v =
∑

Pe = 1/DO1 + 1/DO2 + . . .+ 1/DON . (2)

To obtain a sense for the market’s probabilistic beliefs regarding the outcome of the betting
event—the probabilities implied by its betting prices—it is conventional to normalize the offered
probabilities so that they sum to one. The standard normalization assumes that the overround is
distributed equally over the outcome probabilities, such that ‘implied probabilities’ are given by:

Implied Probe = Pe
1

1 + v
. (3)

This correction is naturally more of an issue when the overround is large, as we anticipate it is
more so for bookmakers than Betfair.

3 Data

The data deployed in this paper relate to betting on the basic outcomes (a win for each of the two
teams involved, or a draw) of individual games played during the Euro 2008 soccer championship.13

We observe the prices (and volumes) available at the dominant betting exchange, Betfair, on a
second-by-second basis. We are able to match these to high-frequency snapshots of the prices
offered online by two leading bookmakers, William Hill and Ladbrokes. Our matched dataset
of prices from all three companies covers 22 of the 30 matches played during this high-profile
tournament.14 All matches were widely televised and attracted considerable global betting interest.

Figure 6 plots the prices (decimal odds — see Section 2.1) throughout one particular match
during the tournament, the semi-final between Spain and Russia. The three separate plots refer
to the three contracts; one for Spain to win (top panel), one for the draw (middle panel) and one
for Russia to win (bottom panel). The horizontal axis in each plot is the time; the match begins
at 19:45 CET. Because of the scaling required to include detail in the bottom two plots, it is only
in the top plot where the natural drift in play can be observed: Because Spain took until the 50th
minute to score, the price of a contract for Spain to win drifts upwards during the first half (i.e.,
the odds lengthen). Once Spain scores however, a large discrete shift can be noted in all three
contracts; the shifts for the draw and Russia contracts only appear small because they are dwarfed

13Naturally, the usual monickers of ‘home’ and ‘away’ teams are inappropriate for an international soccer tour-
nament played in a neutral territory. There were two host nations for the 2008 European Championships as they
were held in Switzerland and Austria, but team1 and team2 are determined by the pre-designed structure of the
tournament; in modern tournaments with seeded round-robins and knock-out stages, teams are drawn into particu-
lar groups from particular seeded pots, meaning often that the nation playing on home territory is listed as team2,
or the away side. Nonetheless, to help discussion, we still refer to team1 and team2.

14Due to the need to test new high-frequency data extraction methods before commencing with final collection
we miss some matches played at the beginning of the tournament.
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by the effect of later shifts as Spain score second and third goals.15 After the second goal is scored,
the price for a Russia win becomes very large indeed, generally above 100, implying that a Russia
win has become improbable, whereas the price for Spain to win converges to one, implying the
near certainty of that outcome. The bookmaker prices are characterised by significant periods
where the price is set at a particular level interspersed by discrete price changes. Movement in the
Betfair price is much more continuous.

The next two subsections discuss the exchange and bookmaker data sets in more detail.

3.1 Exchange data: In-Play Betfair Prices and Volumes

The exchange data comprise second-by-second in-play prices (decimal odds) and volumes from
Betfair’s ‘Match Odds’ markets. These markets facilitate betting on the basic outcome of each
match (team1 win, team2 win, draw). Explicitly, the exchange data set contains the following
variables for each match:

1. timestamp;

2. the game outcome to which the order book relates (e.g. Home Win);

3. the best three prices to back this outcome and the volumes available to bet at each price;

4. the best three prices to lay this outcome and the volumes available at each price;

5. whether the market is in-play;

6. whether the market is suspended;

7. the total cumulative volume traded on the Match Odds market for this game.

The market for a particular match is said to be in-play when that match is in progress. Betfair’s
Match Odds markets for professional soccer matches tend to be heavily traded, particularly during
the games themselves. Across our Euro 2008 Betfair sample of 25 matches (139,570 second-by-
second observations), the average match sees over $31m staked (see Table A.2 on page 36 for
details). Typically, half of this is bet in-running, which equates to $152,040 traded per minute
and $2,534 per second.

Betfair briefly suspends its in-play soccer markets at kick-off and then briefly again upon the
occurrence of a “Material Event.” In the context of soccer, Betfair defines a Material Event as
the scoring of a goal, the awarding of a penalty, or the sending off of a player (the awarding of a
red card). The scoring of a goal is the most important piece of news as far as the Match Odds
markets are concerned. Goals tend to arrive infrequently in professional soccer; in our sample
we observe on average 2.32 goals per match. During a goal-related trading suspension Betfair
discards any unfilled orders, thereby clearing out the entire betting order book. When the order
book reopens the odds have shifted, reflecting updating by the market about the relative chances
of the Home Win, Away Win, and Draw. This updating manifests in clear jumps in prices and
the corresponding implied probabilities. On the bookmaker websites, it is usually the case that
after a material event prices are still displayed, and hence picked up in our dataset, yet such prices
cannot be accessed as the bookmaker markets are also suspended while prices are updated.

15The first half of the match ends goalless but Spain scores three times in the second half (in the 50th minute,
the 73rd minute, and the 82nd minute) to win the match 3–0.
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Figure 6: Decimal odds for Betfair, William Hill, Ladbrokes, Stan James and Blue Square: Spain
vs. Russia

3.2 Bookmaker Data: In-Play Prices from the Largest Bookmakers

The bookmaker dataset comprises in-play prices for the same Euro 2008 games offered by the UK’s
leading bookmakers (William Hill and Ladbrokes . For a typical game, we have around 1,400 price
observations per market (e.g., Draw) and betting platform, which equates to 81,217 observations
for William Hill and 85,839 for Ladbrokes. All price observations were extracted during minutes of
normal playing time. Typically there are around 110 minutes of normal playing time (90 minutes
of official playing time, plus a 15 minute half-time intermission, plus a few minutes of injury time
at the end of each half). This means that on average we update prices for each bookmaker every
four seconds.16

Figure 6 tracks the evolution of decimal odds (prices) from various bookmakers and Betfair
during the Spain vs. Russia semi-final.17 Bookmakers’ prices can differ from each other over the
course of the game and also from those being offered on the exchange. Noticeable also is that the
bookmakers prices change less frequently compared to exchange (Betfair) prices, which appear to
change almost on a second-by-second basis.

Figure 6 also shows that the prices available at all betting companies do adjust quickly to any
goals that happen, albeit sometimes with some disagreement (e.g. the draw market after Spain
scores its third goal); Figure 6 illustrates the suspension of trading and subsequent updating of

16Some matches continue into extra time and occasionally penalty shootouts. But the Match Odds markets we
track are settled against the outcome of the match after normal playing time and so we ignore any playing and
trading beyond this.

17In addition to the two bookmakers we focus on in this paper (William Hill and Ladbrokes), for this match we
also have decimal odds from two additional bookmakers, Stan James and Blue Square.
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Figure 7: Plot of un-matched offered probabilities (1) for Romania win in France 0-0 Romania
match. Inset box in bottom left of plot is zoomed in segment to indicate relative frequency of
observations from different companies. Horizontal scale is time, 61200 is 17:00 CET, 63000 is
17:30, etc.

prices and probabilities during the Euro 2008 semi-final encounter between Spain (the eventual
tournament winners) and Russia. Plotted in the left hand panel are the best Betfair prices to
back each of the three possible outcomes (Russia Win, Draw, Away Win). The right hand panel
tracks the probabilities these prices imply. Vertical lines clearly visible at goal times represent
the associated suspension of trading and removal of all unfilled orders. Once the market reopens
following a goal, the book fills up quickly with new orders at new prices.

3.3 Producing a set of time-matched observations

We have time-stamped in-play betting data from three betting platforms: Betfair, Ladbrokes and
William Hill. The Betfair data set is the richest, with observations on prices and volumes recorded
each second, giving in total 168,064 observations. For Ladbrokes and William Hill we have price
data captured at slightly lower frequency, generally every 2-4 seconds. In total, we have 81,218
observations from William Hill and 73,364 for Ladbrokes. Figure 7 provides an insight on to this;
the offered probabilities of a Romania win in the France vs Romania match are plotted against
time on the horizontal axis. An additional box is plotted within the main plot of Figure 7, which
is a zoom in to the grey shaded section, revealing the frequency of Betfair observations (every
second) to the bookmaker observations, which are every other second at most. The zoomed
inset also reveals how the Betfair price appears to move every few seconds presumably reflecting
new information being revealed during the match, information which the bookmakers are not
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responding to.
In order to carry out a comparative analysis, we need to produce a set of observations that

reflect the prices available at each betting firm at common points in time. For this purpose, if for a
particular second in a particular match we lack an observation from one or more of the three firms,
that second will be omitted for the analysis. The dataset that remains following this matching
exercise has 29,141 observations, equivalent to an observation every five seconds of each match,
approximately.

Our matched sample covers 22 of the 30 matches (see Table A.1 on page 36): Missing matches
are random in the sense that they are caused by technical issues rather than any judicious choice
of matches to sample.

Considering the final matched data set, there is no guarantee that the spread of observations
will be even across the time interval of a soccer match. Indeed we observe some “holes.” To
illustrate, Figure 8 depicts the coverage provided by our matched data in the case of the match
between Switzerland and Turkey. On the top panel, the three price series for a Switzerland win
are plotted against actual match time and we see that there are holes in the data—gaps with
no symbol implying no recorded price observation. The largest gaps appear to be around goals,
although this is not exclusively so; there is a noticable gap in data at around 8pm (72000 on the
horizontal axis) which does not correspond to any of the three goals in this particular match. There
is some concern that such “holes” may impact our cointegration output since the exact timing of
changes may be lost. Nonetheless, the gaps are significantly outweighed by the sheer number
of observations over this particular match and this is the case for all other matches covered by
our sample. Additionally, other methods to robustify our analysis to this defect, such as creating
minute averages of prices across our betting companies, suffer from the same problem: Information
is lost on the exact adjustments to information, and hence we do not implement these. Overall,
we have a high-frequency data set of time-matched prices which is comparable to the tick-level
data that is commonly available for financial markets.

4 Empirical Analysis

Whilst a few studies have recently included some analysis of in-play prices from betting exchanges,
our paper is to our knowledge the first to look also at the in-play prices offered by bookmakers for
live sports events. Since our data were extracted at high frequency as each game was being played,
they permit a very detailed study. We begin our empirical study by documenting a number of
stylized facts concerning in-play betting markets, including the extent to which the competing
price series are correlated, and various measures of their relative competitiveness. We move on to
study the accuracy of the forecasts implied by each price series. In our final section, we study the
extent to which these prices series co-move over time, and attempt to determine which of them
leads information discovery.

4.1 Correlations between bookmaker and exchange prices

An insightful first step is to compute correlations between the implied probabilities of Betfair and
of individual bookmakers. The overall correlations for our in-play sample are given in Table 1.

These figures suggest that the in-play probabilities implied by prices at the three betting
platforms are highly positively correlated during these soccer matches. The lowest correlation is
that between Ladbrokes and Betfair at 0.976, with the highest being between Betfair and William
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Figure 8: Illustrative Coverage Provided By Our Final Matched Data Set. Top panel is observa-
tions plotted against time to reveal holes in our data coverage, bottom is the simple time series
which ignores such holes. On top panel, 72000 is 8pm, each small tick is a 10 minute interval, and
each large tick represents a half-hour interval.

Betfair William Hill Ladbrokes
Betfair 1.00
William Hill 0.987 1.00
Ladbrokes 0.976 0.984 1.00

Table 1: Overall Correlations Between Implied Probabilities

Hill at 0.987, hence there is no obviously higher correlation between the two bookmakers than
between each bookmaker and the betting exchange.

The degree of correlation between exchange and bookmaker probabilities in our in-play sample
can be compared to some existing findings regarding correlation in pre-event probabilities. Franck
et al. (2010) studied pre-match probabilities for a large sample of domestic football games in various
European countries. Focusing on comparing Betfair probabilities to those implied by prices from
a randomly selected bookmaker, the authors reported correlation coefficients ranging from 0.92 for
Draw bets through to 0.98 for betting on the Home Win. The simple correlations based on all
bets shown in Table 1 thus suggest that correlations of in-running probabilities are just as highly
correlated as simple pre-event probabilities.

Table 2 extends these simple correlations, reporting overall correlations for our in-play sample
by bet type (Home Win, Draw, Away Win) and also for favourites and outsiders. Regardless
of the way in which we segregate our data, the correlations remain very large indeed; the lowest
correlations are reported for the draw event, and also for bets on outsiders (as determined by
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Betfair William Hill Ladbrokes Betfair William Hill Ladbrokes

team1
Betfair 1.000 1.000

favouriteWilliam Hill 0.991 1.000 0.987 1.000
Ladbrokes 0.979 0.986 1.000 0.978 0.986 1.000

Betfair William Hill Ladbrokes Betfair William Hill Ladbrokes

draw
Betfair 1.000 1.000

outsiderWilliam Hill 0.971 1.000 0.976 1.000
Ladbrokes 0.951 0.967 1.000 0.954 0.970 1.000

Betfair William Hill Ladbrokes Betfair William Hill Ladbrokes

team2
Betfair 1.000 1.000

winningWilliam Hill 0.989 1.000 0.986 1.000
Ladbrokes 0.979 0.987 1.000 0.969 0.979 1.000

Table 2: Correlations Between Implied Probabilities by match outcome (left hand panel) and
favourite/outsider and winning bets (right panel).

considering pre-match Betfair prices), which between Ladbrokes and Betfair fall as low as 0.951,
which still is very high. This could be interpreted as suggesting that for lower probability events,
there is greater uncertainty over the true value of the contract.

Figures 9 present scatter plots depicting the correlations visually, transposed (match outcome
along top row, favourites/outsiders and winning bets bottom row). The axes change within a
given plot depending on the colour of co-ordinates; for the red dots, the vertical axis is William
Hill and the horizontal axis is Betfair, while for the green plots the vertical axis is William Hill
and the vertical axis is Ladbrokes. Naturally, it would be expected that these scatter plots are
congregated around the 45-degree line, which is plotted in black in all plots, but less visible in
some due to the sheer volume of points around it.

There are a number of interesting features about these plots; first we note that the bookmaker-
to-bookmaker correlations (green co-ordinates) are the closest to the 45-degree line, whereas all
the bookmaker-to-exchange plots (the red and blue sets of co-ordinates) display a distinctly flatter
relationship; something not picked up by the simple correlations of Table 2. That is, for any given
favourite (probability nearer to unity), the equivalent Betfair probability is closer to unity than
the bookmaker, and vice versa for outsider prices and implied probabities. This is indicative of
the favourite-longshot bias, which we will investigate further in Section 4.3.1. While it makes no
statement about the extent of the bias in bookmakers (since they could be roughly proportionate
in their exhibition of it), it suggests that it is stronger for the bookmakers than for Betfair.

Second, we note that for each team to win, and for winning bets and bets on favourites, the
entire range of offered probabilities can be observed; however for the draw event, and bets on
outsiders, there are ranges of the unit interval for which few, if any, bets fall into. For the
draw market, the highest recorded offered probability on Betfair is 0.97, while the bookmakers
only report offered probabilities as high as 0.93 (William Hill) and 0.89 (Ladbrokes). This likely
reflects the probabilistic nature of the draw event; for a win by either team, because a team can
be more than one goal ahead entering the final stages, a reasonable degree of certainty can be
found for a win by either team since the event of another goal does not affect the outcome. For
a draw, however, any goal will affect the outcome and even with the final kick of the game a goal
can be scored, hence a lesser degree of certainty can be found. Turning to bets on outsiders
(bottom middle), these bets are mainly congregated towards the bottom end of the unit interval
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Figure 9: Correlations between implied probabilities (top row= team1 wins, draws, team2 wins;
bottom row = favourites, outsiders, winning bets).

reflecting the outsider (hence, unlikely) nature of the bet; nonetheless, many observations can be
found towards the higher end of the interval as a priori outsiders move into winning positions
during matches.

The overriding picture emerging however from this initial consideration of the prices available
from different betting companies is their similarity, even second-by-second during matches. In
the rest of this paper we study this similarity and the information structure that belies it in more
detail.

4.2 Price Competitiveness

An interesting aspect of observing the prices of three companies in a single industry is that we can
consider competitiveness of each firm’s prices. Simple economic theory predicts that if one firm
is able to provide a superior product, we should observe consumers buying more from that firm,
and less from others, ceteris paribus.18 Hence in this section we investigate further the pricing
behaviour of these firms.

4.2.1 Overround

In this subsection we consider the relative competitiveness of prices at the bookmakers and the
exchange from the perspective of a customer who wants to place a small bet (e.g., $1) immediately.
To do this, we calculate the overround at the exchange based on a consideration of best back prices

18Pope and Peel (1989) consider this for pre-match prices in football, and make the same argument that, ab-
stracting from other factors such as the loyalty offers individual firms may make, credit facilities, online interface,
etc., we should observe the firm providing the best prices consistently to attract the most bettors.
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N Mean St. Dev Median Min Max
Betfair 139570 1.009 0.023 1.007 0.918 2.932
Ladbrokes 85839 1.119 0.015 1.123 1.051 1.166
William Hill 81217 1.116 0.035 1.124 0.869 1.981

Table 3: Summary Statistics for the Overround

alone and compare this measure to the overround at each bookmaker.19 Descriptive statistics for
these overround measures are presented in Table 3.

From Table 3 both bookmakers impose a very similar overround during these live soccer
matches, in the region of around 12%, whereas the best back prices at the exchange reflect a
far smaller overround of just 0.9% on average. For comparison, Ozgit (2005) in his low-frequency
study of pre-match odds for NBA basketball games, found the overround on Betfair (assuming best
market prices) to be 1.09% and reported that this compared favourably to an average overround
of 4.25% at William Hill. Previous analysis of pre-match soccer prices provide some idea of the
overround bookmakers have tended to operate in soccer betting, at least before kick off. Based on
a study of pre-match betting on English football between 2002 and 2006, Deschamps and Gergaud
(2007) find that the overrounds at Ladbrokes and William Hill remained largely steady around
12.5% over this period.20 It appears that these two bookmakers are still able to maintain similar
overrounds even in-play, according to our sample.

It has been documented previously (e.g. Henery, 1985; Shin, 1993) that bookmakers impose
a higher overround the greater the number of events, so it is perhaps unsurprising that William
Hill’s overround is more competitive for basketball matches (two outcomes) than it seems to be
for soccer encounters (three outcomes). Also notable is the small variation in the overround;
this is plotted graphically via the histograms of the overrounds in Figure 10, and recorded via
the tiny standard deviations in Table 3. Naturally, as a football match only has three possible
outcomes, we cannot test, as Henery (1985); Shin (1993) do, whether the overround is increasing
in the number of outcomes, although we do get an interesting insight into this when we consider
the endings of matches; Figure 11 plots the overround for each of the companies as the events draw
to a conclusion; zero in each of these plots is the final observation for that match, and hence as we
move along the horizontal axis towards the origin we get nearer to the end of each match. What
is notable is that for the bookmakers as matches draw to a close, the overround does decrease in
size; this happens only in matches where one team is winning, and the decrease is larger the more
a team is winning by, since if a team is one or two goals ahead entering the final few moments
of a match, the probability of the event that the other team wins converges to zero and in effect
only two events remain: the slight possibility of a draw and the team that is ahead winning.
Confirming that this is a bookmaker pricing trait, the Betfair plot (bottom panel of Figure 11)
displays no such pattern; if anything, the overround increases in the final few seconds on Betfair,
and the variance of it certainly does.

Based on this analysis of the overround, which can be considered to be an ex-ante measure of
competitiveness in the sense that it is observable to bettors before a bet is placed, Betfair provides
considerably more competitive prices.

19Note, we ignore for now any back prices beyond the first step of the exchange order book and any lay prices.
20This is despite industry margins coming under increasing pressure during this time, with the overround being

squeezed at most other bookmakers. The apparent resilience of William Hill and Ladbrokes is indicative of their
market power.
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Figure 10: Plot of histograms of overrounds for each betting firm.

4.2.2 Average Odds and Average Winnings

An insightful ex-post measure is provided by the average winning odds; which of the firms, after the
event, delivered the best winning odds? Table 4 focuses exclusively on bets that go on to win and
report the average odds for these available on each betting platform. Betfair offers considerably
better odds for winning bets than either of the bookmakers, and its average of 3.7 is more than
30% better than either competitor. Its median available odds on winning bets is also better than
either bookmaker, although the difference is less dramatic, suggesting that the distribution of odds
on Betfair is skewed left and hence that the actual odds that a bettor may find on Betfair may
not be as dramatically better as the average suggests.

The final column of Table 4 provides information on the number of occasions in our sample
that each betting company offers the best odds to a willing punter; while it may be that Betfair
has a higher median and average, it could be that when bets for particular events at particular
points in time are paired with each other, that Betfair’s apparent price advantage disappears.
Overwhelmingly however, Betfair provides the best odds, almost 90% of the time. The frequencies
of best odds on winning bets reported in Table 4 sum to more than one because there exist cases
where two or more of our three betting firms are tied for Best Odds.21

The bottom two panels of Table 4 we break this down further, comparing the average winning
odds and frequency of best winning odds for bets on favourites to those for bets on outsiders. It
has been suggested that in the early days of betting, when gambling activity took place ‘on course’
at horse races, bookmakers would compete most intensely on favourites feeling these bets to be
particularly salient for their customers (Casadesus-Masanell and Campbell, 2008, p.4–5):

The principal method to attract customers was via the price on the ‘favorite’, the
horse thought most likely to win the race with the shortest odds. [. . . ] a certain level
of arbitrage occurred between rival bookmakers, which kept prices close together.

From the bottom two panels of Table 4 there does seem to be some evidence that the book-
makers compete more aggressively against the exchange for business on favourites than they do on

21Concretely, there are 1,418 snapshots for which the Best Odds are offered by more than one firm. On 1,325
occasions, the prices from two of the betting firms are jointly best (tie between Betfair and WH on 749 occasions,
between Betfair and Ladbrokes on 287 occasions, and between William Hill and Ladbrokes on 289 occasions). On
93 occasions the prices across all three markets are the same.
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Figure 11: Plot of overround as event reaches conclusion: Zero is the final observation for each
contract.

outsiders—the bookmaker’s prices on winning outsiders seem very close to each other (average win-
ning odds of 6.85 vs 7.14) but noticeably less attractive than those on the exchange (12.09).22 The
difference for winning favourite bets is much less stark (1.78 and 1.81 at Ladbrokes and William
Hill versus 1.99 at the exchange), but nonetheless Betfair still offer the best mean and median
odds for favourites, and furthermore does so more than 90% of the time.

In order to further investigate the prices the betting firms can offer, Table 5 reports pairwise
comparisons between the average odds on winning bets across the three betting platforms using
standard difference in means t-tests (paired). The additional information can be found in the final
two columns: The difference between the prices (with standard error beneath in parentheses) and
the t-statistic in the final column. For the Betfair vs bookmaker comparisons (first two rows),
Betfair’s prices are strongly significantly larger than the bookmaker’s. There is a marginally
significant difference between the two bookmakers from the final row, but they both appear to
offer substantially worse prices to bettors.

4.2.3 Net Returns on Winning Bets

As mentioned in Section 2, Betfair charges commission to bettors of 2–5% of net winnings, where
the commission is a negative function of the volume of bets a bettors engages in. Consequently,

22It is worth noting that there is slight disagreement between the firms over the categorisation of favourites and
outsiders; Betfair and Ladbrokes always agree, but William Hill deviates marginally. The Netherlands vs France
and Netherlands vs Russia matches are where the discrepancy occurs. Additionally because there are three events
for any given football match, the number of winning contracts that were favourites pre-match, and the number of
winning contracts that were outsiders pre-match does not sum to the total number of winning contracts.
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Overall N Average Odds Median Odds Frequency of Best Odds
Betfair 29,936 3.70 2.32 26,880 times (89.79%)
Ladbrokes 29,936 2.74 2.1 2,156 times (7.20%)
William Hill 29,936 2.78 2.2 2,132 times (7.12%)
Favourites N Average Odds Median Odds Frequency of Best Odds
Betfair 16,411 (15,395) 1.99 (1.89) 1.65 (1.63) 14,997 (14,026) times (91.38% (91.11%))
Ladbrokes 16,411 (15,395) 1.78 (1.68) 1.53 (1.50) 629 (572) times (3.83% (3.72%))
William Hill 16,411 (15,395) 1.81 (1.74) 1.53 (1.53) 1431 (1430) times (8.72% (9.29%))
Outsiders N Average Odds Median Odds Frequency of Best Odds
Betfair 4,531 (3,580) 12.09 (13.32) 3.7 (3.65) 4,250 (3,317) times (93.80% (92.65%))
Ladbrokes 4,531 (3,580) 6.85 (7.22) 3.2 (3.10) 173 (172) times (3.82% (4.80%))
William Hill 4,531 (3,580) 7.14 (7.35) 3.25 (3.20) 312 (281) times (6.89% (7.85%))

Table 4: Average Odds on Winning $1 Bets and Frequency of Best Odds for bets in general, and
bets on favourites (middle panel) and outsiders (bottom panel). Numbers in brackets refer to the
case when William Hill has the event as a favourite, whereas the non-bracketed numbers are where
Ladbrokes and Betfair have the event as favourite.

Comparison N First Mean
(Standard deviation)

Second Mean
(Standard deviation)

Difference
(Standard error)

t-value

Betfair vs. Ladbrokes 29,936 3.70
(13.05)

2.74
(4.53)

0.97
(0.06)

16.68

Betfair vs. William Hill 29,936 3.70
(13.05)

2.78
(5.37)

0.92
(0.5)

18.62

Ladbrokes vs. William Hill 29,936 2.74
(4.53)

2.78
(5.37)

−0.04
(0.01)

−2.95

Table 5: Pairwise Comparison of Average Odds on Winning $1 Bets

it is necessary to compare returns net of this with bookmaker odds which, with the absence of any
taxation on bets in the UK, incur no explicit transaction costs.23 Net returns on the exchange
are simply:

rw = 1 + (1− c)(DOw − 1), (4)

where 0.02 ≤ c ≤ 0.05 and DOw are the decimal odds for a winning bet (assuming best back
odds). Following Ozgit (2005) we will assume c = 0.05 (c = 0.02) to compute a lower (upper)
bound for net returns on the Betfair exchange.

Table 6 reports the average net returns and frequency of best net returns assuming $1 bets.
The returns are equal to the prices for the bookmakers and hence they are unchanged, while
Betfair’s returns fall slightly, but overall results are unaffected: Betfair still offers best average
returns, median returns, and even with 5% commission offers the best net returns 77.54% of the
time. Thus we find that again, Betfair appears to offer a superior product even taking into account
transactions costs.

Table 7 reports results from pairwise comparisons (t-tests of differences in mean) of the average
net returns on winning $1 bets; as before, the difference between Betfair and the bookmakers is
strongly significant, and large, while the difference between the bookmakers is small and borderline
significant. However, it is more interesting to consider the pairwise comparisons for bets on winning

23The overround, discussed in Section 4.2.1, is considered to be a transaction cost since it is the price above £1
that a bettor must incur to guarantee a £1 return.
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N Average Net Return Median Net Return Frequency of Best Net Returns
Betfair 2% 29,936 3.65 2.29 25,204 times (84.19%)
Ladbrokes 29,936 2.74 2.10 2,581 times (8.62%)
William Hill 29,936 2.78 2.20 2,523 times (8.43%)
Betfair 5% 29,936 3.57 2.25 23,213 times (77.54%)
Ladbrokes 29,936 2.74 2.10 3,695 times (12.34%)
William Hill 29,936 2.78 2.20 3,863 times (12.90%)

Table 6: Average Net Returns on Winning $1 Bets and Frequency of Best Net Returns

Comparison N First Mean
(Standard deviation)

Second Mean
(Standard deviation)

Difference
(Standard error)

t-value

Betfair (2%) vs. Ladbrokes 29,936 3.65
(12.78)

2.73
(4.53)

0.91
(0.06)

16.14

Betfair (5%) vs. Ladbrokes 29,936 3.57
(12.39)

2.73
(4.53)

0.83
(0.05)

15.29

Betfair (2%) vs. William Hill 29,936 3.65
(12.78)

2.78
(5.37)

0.87
(0.05)

18.06

Betfair (5%) vs. William Hill 29,936 3.57
(12.39)

2.78
(5.37)

0.79
(0.05)

17.15

Ladbrokes vs. William Hill 29,936 2.73
(4.53)

2.78
(5.37)

−0.04
(0.01)

−2.95

Table 7: Average Net Returns on Winning $1 Bets

favourites; as noted in Table 4, bookmakers compete much more strongly on favourites. Tables 8
and 9 provide information on the returns for favourites and outsiders respectively, while Tables 10
and 11 provide pairwise tests between the betting firms for favourites and outsiders respectively.
Tables 8 and 9 show that the already established patterns remain between the betting firms for
outsiders when considering returns: Betfair offers the best median and mean returns, and does
so over 80% of the time in our sample. Tables 10 and 11 report the difference in mean tests
between the betting firms, and again illustrate that Betfair provides significantly better odds; for
favourites where the competition is more fierce, the difference is much more statistically significant
since the variance in favourite prices is much lower than that of outsider prices; nonetheless, even
for outsiders, the difference-in-mean tests report t-statistics of above 13 for Betfair against the
bookmakers.

A very clear picture is emerging from this analysis of summary statistics; Betfair provides a
vastly superior product to bettors. It offers lower transactions costs even taking into account the
5% commission (which would make its overround just over 5% rather than the 0.9% we observe

Market N Average Net Return Median Net Return Frequency of Best Net Returns
Betfair 2% 16,411 (15,395) 1.97 (1.87) 1.64 (1.62) 14,105 (13,157) times (85.95% (85.46%))
Ladbrokes 16,411 (15,395) 1.78 (1.69) 1.53 (1.50) 713 (645) times (4.34% ( 4.19%))
William Hill 16,411 (15,395) 1.81 (1.74) 1.53 (1.53) 1,678 (1,677) times (10.22% (10.89%))
Betfair 5% 16,411 (15,395) 1.94 (1.85) 1.62 (1.60) 13,296 (12,392) times (81.02% (80.49%))
Ladbrokes 16,411 (15,395) 1.78 (1.69) 1.53 (1.50) 896 (784) times (5.46% (5.09%))
William Hill 16,411 (15,395) 1.81 (1.74) 1.53 (1.53) 2,367 (2,366) times (14.42% (15.37%))

Table 8: Average Net Returns on Winning $1 Bets (Favourites Only)
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Market N Average Net Return Median Net Return Frequency of Best Net Returns
Betfair (2%) 4,531 (3,580) 11.87 (13.07) 3.65 (3.59) 4,062 (3,143) times (89.54% (87.79%))
Ladbrokes 4,531 (3,580) 6.85 (7.22) 3.20 (3.10) 184 (183) times (4.06% (5.11%))
William Hill 4,531 (3,580) 7.15 (7.35) 3.25 (3.20) 339 (308) times (7.48% (8.60%))
Betfair (5%) 4,531 (3,580) 11.54 (12.70) 3.56 (3.52) 3,773 (2,896) times (83.27% (80.89%))
Ladbrokes 4,531 (3,580) 6.85 (7.22) 3.20 (3.10) 262 (261) times (5.78% (7.29%))
William Hill 4,531 (3,580) 7.15 (7.35) 3.25 (3.20) 619 (546) times (13.66% (15.25%))

Table 9: Average Net Returns on Winning $1 Bets (Outsiders Only)

Comparison N First Mean
(Standard deviation)

Second Mean
(Standard deviation)

Difference
(Standard error)

t-value

Betfair (2%) vs. Ladbrokes 16,411 1.97
(0.89)

1.78
(0.71)

0.19
(0.003)

71.05

Betfair (5%) vs. Ladbrokes 16,411 1.94
(0.86)

1.78
(0.71)

0.16
(0.003)

63.05

Betfair (2%) vs. William Hill 16,411 1.97
(0.89)

1.81
(0.72)

0.16
(0.002)

76.29

Betfair (5%) vs. William Hill 16,411 1.94
(0.86)

1.81
(0.72)

0.13
(0.002)

66.86

Ladbrokes vs. William Hill 16,411 1.78
(0.71)

1.81
(0.72)

− 0.03
(0.002)

−16.28

Table 10: Pairwise Comparisons of Average Net Returns on Winning $1 Bets (Favourites only,
according to Ladbrokes)

Comparison N First Mean
(Standard deviation)

Second Mean
(Standard deviation)

Difference
(Standard error)

t-value

Betfair (2%) vs. Ladbrokes 11.87
(31.57)

6.85
(10.62)

5.02
(0.37)

13.66

Betfair (5%) vs. Ladbrokes 11.54
(30.60)

6.85
(10.62)

4.69
(0.35)

13.25

Betfair (2%) vs. William Hill 11.87
(31.57)

7.15
(12.84)

4.72
(0.31)

15.15

Betfair (5%) vs. William Hill 11.54
(30.60)

7.15
(12.84)

4.39
(0.30)

14.73

Ladbrokes vs. William Hill 6.85
(10.62)

7.15
(12.84)

−0.30
(0.10)

−3.05

Table 11: Pairwise Comparisons of Average Net Returns on Winning $1 Bets (Outsiders Only,
according to Ladbrokes)
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on average), it offers better prices and returns (net of commission) on average (mean and median)
and in pairwise comparisons than the bookmakers.

4.2.4 Switching Points: When Do Bookmakers Start Offering Better Odds?

Depending on the desired bet size and available liquidity on the exchange, it will not always be
possible to have an entire order filled at best exchange odds. We next we relax the assumption
that the customer necessarily obtains best market prices on Betfair. We instead consider net
return on winning bets of size D and consider how this size-dependent return compares to that of
the bookmakers as bet size D grows.

It will be assumed that a customer can place an arbitrarily large order with the bookmakers
at their quoted odds.24

By contrast, a customer looking to place a bet on the Betfair exchange will find that the odds
she is able to secure are a function of her desired bet size D. Consider the following calculation
of the average odds and her net return (average odds minus exchange commission):

• Define DO1
H , DO1

A, and DO1
X as the best decimal odds available on Betfair for backing the

outcomes home team wins (H), away team wins (A), and draw (X) respectively, and let q1H ,
q1A, and q1X be the corresponding market depths (betfair volume available at these odds).
Similarly, define DO2

H , DO2
A, DO2

X and q2H , q2A, q2X as the second-best odds shown in the
Betfair order book for each possible outcome and the associated available amounts, and so
on.

• Since DO1 > DO2 > DO3 a customer will face deteriorating average return as she “walks
down the book” to fill larger orders. Concretely, for a bet of size D on outcome j ∈ {H,A,D}
the average exchange odds are given by DO

j
(D), where:25
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• Her net return on a winning bet of size D on outcome j is then:

rj = 1 + (1− c)(DOj
(D)− 1), (6)

where again 0.02 ≤ c ≤ 0.05 is the Betfair commission applied to winning bets.

Based on his low frequency study of the pre-game NBA basketball prices offered by Betfair
and the same bookmakers, Ladbrokes and William Hill, Ozgit (2005) reported a switching point
of $100; he found that on average for bets under $100 the customer should bet exclusively with

24Bookmakers are known to cap maximum bets in some cases but this cap tends to be unofficial and very generous
so that in practice even very large bets can be placed at the advertised odds.

25As a limit order is accepted by another bettor on Betfair, the punter offering the bet is given five seconds in
which to renege, should they wish to, and hence may be that the actual average odds a bettor gets are slightly
worse than the calculation in (5) suggests. We suspect however this would have a negligible impact on our findings.
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Figure 12: Switching Point: Net Returns on Winning Bets as a Function of Bet Size.

the exchange but that for larger bets she should turn to the bookmakers to place the excess over
$100 of her order.

Figure 12 plots average returns rj for increasing bet sizes D, from a bet of one dollar to bets
of $2000. At around $450 the mean return from the available odds on Betfair falls below that on
William Hill, and at around $480 Betfair’s available odds fall below those of Ladbrokes, which is
considerably higher than the cut-off point Ozgit found, reflecting the greater liquidity available on
Betfair for soccer matches relative to basketball. Also in Figure 12 the median returns are plotted
and these reflect the skewed distributions noted earlier: All means are considerably larger than
corresponding medians. Considering median returns, while the difference between the exchange
and bookmakers is never as large as for mean returns, nonetheless, even for bets of $1000 the
median return on the exchange (5% commission) is equal to or greater than that available at
Ladbrokes, although at just below $750 better odds can be found at William Hill. Hence for bets
up to a thousand dollars, half of the time Betfair would still provide better odds than Ladbrokes.

From these numbers it would appear that the exchanges are able to outperform the bookies
in terms of offering competitive prices for even very large bet sizes. This begs the question of
why consumers have not switched to Betfair and other exchanges away from the quote-driven
bookmakers. It would appear to be prima facie evidence of adverse selection, where consumers do
not switch to the provider of the best product. In such a situation, one would usually ask whether
there are barriers preventing consumers from switching provider, be they tangible or otherwise,
before jumping to conclusions regarding the rationality or otherwise of bettors. We can think
about a number of explanations for what we have observed here, however we are unable to use our
data to help shed any further illumination on this question.

First, it may be that Betfair only offered superior odds during our sample and hasn’t otherwise,
hence explaining the bookmakers’ continued success. This, of course, is rather implausible, not
least because Ozgit has shown that for basketball the same phenomena is apparent, and further-
more, because Betfair is a betting exchange, it would seem rather odd if those using the exchange to
find willing backers or layers for their desired bet chose to agree on better prices than bookmakers
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only for a short period of time.
Thus we conclude it must be the case that this is a more common phenomenon than just the

period our data covers. Then we must question how the bookmakers continue to exist, and even
it would appear, thrive with such a fierce competitor. It may be that they are losing market
share but gaining overall as interest in betting has increased dramatically over the last decade.
Were this the case however, we would expect to see the bookmaker share prices falling over the
last decade since Betfair’s inception, as potential rational investors viewed the future streams of
profits from such out-dated business models as declining. Yet Figure 2 argues otherwise; both
Ladbrokes and William Hill have seen their share prices hold their own and notwithstanding the
financial crisis and global recession, actually improve.

We might postulate then that there exist some other kinds of switching costs for consumers.
Klemperer (1987) proposed that ex ante homogenous products, such as bets on sporting event
outcomes, may become ex post differentiated by switching costs, which Klemperer identifies as
“learning costs, transactions costs or “artificial costs” imposed by firms”. We have shown here that
even including all transactions costs, Betfair still offers a superior priced version of a homogenous
product, leaving us to consider as explanations learning costs and artificial costs imposed by firms.
Considering the first, it is quite likely that the financial-market type interface offered by Betfair is
off-putting to casual bettors; anecdotal evidence certainly suggests this is a factor. Additionally,
in recent years Betfair has made a lot of effort to simplify its online interface, reducing the number
of different prices a potential bettor needs to see, thus making its product look as un-intimidating
as possible, and offers plenty of online assistance for those its website identifies as new to the
website. The fact that Betfair is now looking into developing a fixed odds facility from April
2012 strongly suggests that despite offering better prices, there are substantial real or perceived
learning costs for potential switchers from traditional bookmakers to exchange models.

Considering the efforts expended by Betfair on encouraging customer switching, it is perhaps
worth thinking a little about the effort expended by bookmakers on customer retention. This
is arguably a more important phenomena than Betfair attempting to attract customers because
bookmakers can only make profits if bettors on average make losses; it is thus unsurprising that
bookmakers like Ladbrokes and William Hill make tempting offers; clicking on either of their web-
sites is almost guaranteed to result in some offer being made, such as a free £50 bet. Additionally,
looking at the bookmaker websites reveals other ways in which these companies have survived and
prospered: diversification. All betting firms offer online casinos where punters can play poker and
other games, as well as offering bingo and other popular products, meaning that the bookmakers
are not single-product firms dependent on profits in betting markets necessarily.

Thus it seems most likely that it is learning costs (new interface with intimidating financial
market analogy), and the efforts expended by bookmakers at retaining customers, that can go a
long way towards explaining the apparent adverse selection identified in our dataset.

4.3 Accuracy, Information Processing and Efficiency

Having considered in great detail the competitiveness of the three betting companies in our dataset,
we now turn to address a different aspect of betting markets, notably that of accuracy, information
efficiency and accumulation. We first consider traditional calibration methods to investigate
just how accurate prices in the markets are, before moving on to consider how information is
accumulated within the market.
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4.3.1 Calibration of Implied Probabilities to Win Frequencies

Calibration testing is a common method used for analysing the implied probabilities for events in
the context of the final results of these events. The premise is an econometric model relating the
outcome for contract c, yi,c,t ∈ {0, 1} to the implied probability from betting firm j, probji,t, where
i relates to a particular match, and t to the time within that match:

yi,c,t = α + βprobji,c,t + εi,c,t. (7)

In non-high-frequency studies (7) would be a simple cross-section regression, but in our case we
have a panel model, and a somewhat exotic one at that; if we combine all three contracts, as we do,
into a single dataset, then we have three observations for each match and time stamp. We could
choose to treat our data as a panel dataset and allow parameter heterogeneity, yet this would
contradict the aim of calibration tests, which is to combine the maximum information possible
into two coefficient estimates (α and β); by allowing parameter heterogeneity we will undoubtedly
find that for individual matches these coefficients changed, but our concern is for the macro level
information not individual matches, and as such we only consider the overall estimates α and β
from each market.26 We expect that α = 0 and β = 1 for an accurate betting market: Then the
implied probabilities perfectly predict the event. If β > 1 this implies that the betting market
under-prices a favourite, and over-prices an outsider: The favourite-longshot bias.

Table 12 shows the results from estimating (7) for all three firms individually. We combine
the three contracts in order to maximise the information contained in each regression about each
firm. Each column of the Table relates to a different regression; we report two regressions for
each betting firm, notably a regression on the scaled (see equation (3)) and unscaled implied
probabilities from each firm’s prices. The first row (Betfair) relates to the exchange structure,
while the final two rows (William Hill and Ladbrokes) refer to the dealership market structure. In
each panel the estimated α and β coefficients are reported alongside the number of observations;
we use the linear probability model to estimate these models. The first column for each firm
uses the implied probabilities without correcting for the overround, the second column corrects,
and we note that for all firms, correcting increases the β̂ coefficient further away from unity, more
dramatically for the bookmakers than Betfair. Betfair’s β̂ coefficients are closer to unity at 1.019
and 1.028 uncorrected and corrected respectively, but as the huge t-statistics (in parentheses)
betray, the null hypothesis of efficiency and accuracy, that α = 0 and β = 1, is heavily rejected in
all cases when conducting it using an F-test. On correcting for overround, the two bookmakers
report very similar β̂ coefficients at around 1.195, suggesting a substantial favourite-longshot bias,
consistent with previous calibration test findings for bookmakers (e.g Woodland and Woodland,
1994). As with Smith et al. (2006) we find that the FLB for Betfair is much lower than that for
the bookmakers.

Tale 13 repeats the calibration regressions but instead for the matched dataset; while it is nat-
urally of interest to run calibration regressions on all available data, in order to most appropriately
compare the three firms, it may be useful to consider the matched dataset. In this case, because

26As an interesting aside, if we did consider the three contracts separately, then a particularly notable match
between the Czech Republic and Turkey, in which Turkey recovered from a 2–0 deficit in the final 15 minutes has
such a strong effect on the overall regression that the β estimate including the match suggests reverse FLB (β < 1),
whereas if the match is excluded then as expect, standard FLB exists (β > 1). The reason is that the Turkey to
win contract, which pays out, has an implied probability of close to zero throughout, until the final few seconds
after Turkey take the lead. Conventional FLB states that the implied probability of a favourite is higher than it
should objectively be.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Betfair William Hill Ladbrokes

Pe 1.019∗∗∗ (394.293) 1.085∗∗∗ (337.258) 1.068∗∗∗ (316.976)
Implied Pe 1.028∗∗∗ (394.525) 1.195∗∗∗ (337.020) 1.194∗∗∗ (317.358)
Constant -0.009∗∗∗ (-8.552) -0.009∗∗∗ (-8.673) -0.070∗∗∗ (-48.932) -0.065∗∗∗ (-45.695) -0.065∗∗∗ (-43.898) -0.065∗∗∗ (-43.691)
N 429898 429898 243651 243651 257517 257517

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 12: Output from calibration regressions (see equation (7)). Dependent variable in each
case is the binary variable denoting if that contract paid out. prob denotes implied probabilities
uncorrected for the overround, prob2 is the implied probability corrected for the overround.

we again stack all three contracts into the same dataset to increase the efficiency of our testing,
each regression has 89,808 observations. When considering the uncorrected probabilities (see
equation (3)), Betfair’s coefficient on β is actually slightly larger than that of either bookmaker at
1.077, with again all betraying evidence of FLB. Once corrected probabilities are used however,
the same conclusions as in the un-matched dataset emerge: Betfair’s β coefficient is substantially
smaller than either bookmaker at 1.04 betraying a much lesser degree of FLB. The bookmaker β
coefficients are slightly smaller here than in the un-matched dataset but still display a pronounced
FLB. Once again however, an F-test at conventional (or adjusted for sample size) significance
levels rejects the null of accuracy (α = 0, β = 1).

Figure 13 provides a graphical insight into the calibration testing by plotting, for 100 subin-
tervals between 0 and 1, the frequency with which contracts priced in those intervals paid out.27

Hence a perfectly calibrated market would have such frequencies collected around the 45-degree
line, which is drawn in black in Figure 13. Along the bottom of Figure 13 is the relative frequency
of implied probabilities falling within that interval, and shows that most observations fall between
around a 20% and a 40% implied probability. Figure 13 gives some extra insight into the β slopes
found in Table 13: Contracts priced in the range 10%–25% very rarely payout, while particularly
for bookmakers, contracts priced implying probabilities in the region 80%–95% pay off with al-
most 100% certainty. It is worth noting that the bookmakers offer no prices that yield implied
probabilities the extreme intervals at the top and bottom of the range — only Betfair offers such
contracts.

The conclusion from calibration testing in the context of high-frequency betting markets over
different platforms is that the information-exchange model is more accurate than the quote-driven
model.28 It exhibits substantially lower favourite-longshot bias, a finding that echoes Smith et al.
(2006) into high-frequency markets. The reasons for this would echo those found elsewhere; the
business model of bookmakers requires for profit maximisation some kind of built in hedging such
that by design their prices will not be accurate, whereas this is not the case for the exchange model
of Betfair.

We can extend this calibration test model in the way that Franck et al. (2010) do to pose
the question: above the information contained in one firm’s price, does the price differential with
another firm provide any additional information? Franck et al only consider whether the exchange
adds information to the random bookmaker and not vice versa, yet there is no reason to only
consider this in one direction, particularly given the endogeneity likely present in the data. If we

27Figure 13 is drawn using implied probabilities.
28We also calculate various other measures of forecast accuracy which are not reported in the paper but available

on request from the authors; all lent support to the idea that the information-exchange model is most accurate.
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Figure 13: Plot depicting accuracy of pricing of three betting companies. Based on matched
dataset hence each firm’s plot is based on 88,908 observations across all three contracts. A
perfectly calibrated betting company would have its points along the 45 degree line.

specify the ratio rj,ki,t = probji,t/prob
k
i,t as the additional information provided by another betting

firm k in addition to that provided by j, then we can run the regression model:

yi,t = α + βprobji,t + γrj,ki,t + εi,t. (8)

Hence if γ 6= 0 this implies that the information contained in firm k’s price is relevant for predicting
the event outcome over and above the information contained in firm j’s price, and hence that firm
j cannot be described as efficiently posting the information regarding the event.

Table 14 provides the results for this additional calibration exercise as detailed in equation (8).
Scaled probabilities only (see equation (3)) are reported in this Table. Each column of the Table
also has a row for the appropriate estimated γ coefficient (relative to the other two firms), and as
in Table 12 the columns are ordered by betting firm, hence the first two columns are regression for
Betfair, the second two William Hill and the third two Ladbrokes.

Perhaps the most important information in Table 14 is that γ is significant (or near significant)
in every case, suggesting that both the bookmaker prices add extra information to the exchange
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Betfair William Hill Ladbrokes

Pe 1.077∗∗∗ (183.707) 1.034∗∗∗ (178.096) 1.036∗∗∗ (179.356)
Implied Pe 1.088∗∗∗ (183.791) 1.148∗∗∗ (178.038) 1.157∗∗∗ (178.270)
Constant -0.029∗∗∗ (-12.062) -0.029∗∗∗ (-12.235) -0.053∗∗∗ (-20.653) -0.049∗∗∗ (-19.380) -0.054∗∗∗ (-21.325) -0.052∗∗∗ (-20.289)
p-value: H0 : α = 0, β = 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
R2 0.273 0.273 0.261 0.261 0.264 0.264

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 13: Output from calibration regressions on matched dataset (see equation (7)), hence N =
89, 808. Dependent variable in each case is the binary variable denoting if that contract paid out.
prob denotes implied probabilities uncorrected for the overround, prob2 is the implied probability
corrected for the overround.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Betfair William Hill Ladbrokes

Implied Probability 1.105∗∗∗ (173.010) 1.093∗∗∗ (169.802) 1.156∗∗∗ (178.365) 1.146∗∗∗ (176.433) 1.157∗∗∗ (177.979) 1.156∗∗∗ (178.727)
Ratio to William Hill -0.014∗ (-2.308) -0.039∗∗∗ (-8.797)
Ratio to Ladbrokes -0.037∗∗∗ (-7.375) -0.077∗∗∗ (-11.469)
Ratio to Betfair -0.002∗ (-2.486) -0.002∗∗∗ (-3.517)
Constant 0.000 (0.078) -0.018∗∗ (-3.264) 0.025∗∗∗ (3.616) -0.046∗∗∗ (-16.084) -0.050∗∗∗ (-18.232) -0.012∗ (-2.153)
p-value: α = 0, β1 = 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
p-value: α = 0, β1 = 1, γ = 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 14: Calibration with ratios table

prices but that the exchange prices add extra information to the bookies. There appears to be
some reciprocity in the coefficient estimates, with Willian Hill appearing to add negligible new
information to Betfair from column (2), but also from column (4) Betfair adding a similarly small
amount of extra information to William Hill’s prices, whereas from columns (3) and (6) the two
bookmakers appear to add significant amounts of information to each other’s prices. It thus
appears that rival firms do offer additional information over and above that contained in any
one firm’s prices, but we are unable to tell which direction, if any, causality is running between
companies.

Importantly however, endogeneity is highly likely in this situation: These single-equation regres-
sions are unable to distinguish the direction of causality because they a priori impose exogeneity
on the other price series in the ratio term as opposed to testing for it. A potentially powerful
alternative would be to use a multiple-equation framework in order to get a better idea which
company leads in terms of price, and hence information discovery. Although implied probabilities
may be theoretically stationary, cointegration methods remain appropriate as the probabilities
display very high levels of persistence.29 The variance must be bounded for probabilities since
they can only lie between zero and unity, but as we are not allowing T to tend to infinity this is
not particularly relevant. Juselius (2007) argues that it is better to use the statistical model most
suited to the data practically and not necessarily theoretically and hence cointegration analysis
again seems appropriate, particularly as what is of interest to us is the co-movements in prices
over time, and the cointegration method is especially suited to investigating this.

In the next Section we specify a VAR model to further investigate these three firms and two
market structures.

29It is to be noted that we work with scaled probabilities and not the prices in order to because of the bounded
nature of probabilities making the numerical properties of the estimation somewhat more pleasant and easy to
understand.
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4.4 Where Does Price Discovery Actually Take Place? Assigning ‘In-
formation Shares’ to Betting Platforms

In this section, we exploit one of the leading methodologies developed to determine the contribu-
tions of different betting markets to price discovery in-play. We compute for each betting platform
an ‘information share’, a concept of contribution to price discovery due to Hasbrouck (1995). Fol-
lowing Hasbrouck (1995) we develop a simple microstructure model to illustrate the principles of
the analysis in this section of the paper.

Suppose that a particular asset (e.g., a bet on Germany to beat Spain in the Euro 2008 semi-
final) can be purchased in two distinct markets (e.g. at the Betfair exchange or at William Hill
bookmakers). The prices in these separate markets evolve and are linked according to:

p1,t = p1,t−1 + ωt, (9)

p2,t = p2,t−1 + εt, (10)

where p1,t and p1,t are the prices observed at time t on markets 1 and 2 respectively, and ωt and
εt are IID error terms with zero means. These prices could be transacted prices, bid or offer quotes,
or perhaps quoted midpoints. In our analysis, we shall focus on best available back prices since
bookmakers offer only prices to back outcomes. The price in the first market follows a random
walk process. Meanwhile, the price in the second market tracks the price in the first with some
random error (which could be due to random demands for liquidity) but also at a lag, reflecting
potential transmission delays. It is quite plausible that because bookmakers reflect a quote driven
market that at the kind of time frequency we are observing, it takes a few seconds for them to
respond to the news that the betting exchange is able to respond to immediately.

The difference between the two prices can be written as:

p1,t − p2,t = p1,t − (p1,t−2 + εt) = ωt + ωt−1 − εt,
which is a stationary random variable. Time series econometrics has developed methods to
investigate such stationary relationships between non-stationary variables: Cointegration (e.g.
Banerjee et al., 1993). Furthermore, we needn’t be restricted to just two prices; this model is
readily applicable to the three-market situation here; we could add a third price, p3,t and consider
the relation p1,t−γp2,t−(1−γ)p3,t. Thus in this case we require that the prices satisfy homogeneity
of degree zero (not least to rule out arbitrage) but we also find that this difference is also a random
variable by the same process followed in (11).

We transform betting prices into their implied probability form in our regression models. Work-
ing in probabilities circumvents difficulties with heteroskedasticity as prices tend to be much more
highly volatile for more improbable events. On the other hand, probabilities are constrained to
lie within the unit interval, a factor which also induces heteroskedasticity, as textbook expositions
of limited-dependent variable regression models show. Stuck between a rock and hard place, we
proceed with a VAR analysis in probabilities, a linear regression approach, because such multiple-
equation limited-dependent variable models are as yet under-developed and bring with themselves
numerous problems related to the error assumption made.

Hence we specify a VAR model for the implied probabilities of the three firms: prWH
i,t

prLadi,t

prBFi,t

 =

 π0,00 π0,01 π0,02
π0,10 π0,11 π0,12
π0,20 π0,21 π0,22

+
K∑
k=1

 πk,00 πk,01 πk,02
πk,10 πk,11 πk,12
πk,20 πk,21 πk,22

 prWH
i,t−k

prLadi,t−k
prBFi,t−k

+

 εWH
i,t

εLadi,t

εBFi,t


(11)
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Our aim is to consider cointegration between these prices in individual matches.
Our interest is in considering the nature of this cointegrating relationship for all contracts and

matches in our dataset. A model with rank one means one cointegrating vector, or stationary
linear combination involving the three series from the betting companies. We can write this as: ∆prWH

i,t

∆prLadi,t

∆prBFi,t

 =

 αWH

αLad
αBF

( βWHpr
WH
i,t + βLadpr

Lad
i,t + βBFpr

BF
i,t + β0

)
+ lags + errors. (12)

Hence the second matrix on the right hand side of (12) is the cointegrating relationship and
represents a stationary combination of these prices that are otherwise over the sample near-non-
stationary.

We expect that the three probabilities move together for reasons of arbitrage, and thus that
the coefficients on them are homogenous of degree zero and hence we test for this. Similarly we
would expect that the constant coefficient is insignificant also, as otherwise this would represent
some exploitable inefficiency in the market. We don’t impose this restriction a priori, as Cao
et al. (2004) do in their study of the information shares on different steps of an open limit order
book market structure, and hence we include the constant in the cointegrating vector and test its
significance.

The α coefficients represent the response of each firm’s implied probability to the relationship
between the prices and hence gives us some idea about how information is spread within the market.
If a firm’s probability does not adjust while the other firms’ probabilities do adjust, it suggests
that that firm leads information discovery: Information appears first in that firm’s probability
as an unforecastable error pushing the relationship out of equilibrium, and then the other firms’
probabilites respond to this disequilibrium by moving to re-establish equilibrium (via arbitrage
trading either directly or indirectly in the case, like here, where some markets are quote driven).
This is the case if we are able to restrict the α coefficient related to that firm to zero; that firm
is then weakly exogenous. The α matrix provides a bridge to the common trends representation
of the cointegrated VAR model, which is useful to think about in our context; the common trends
representation of (12) is found via the Granger-Johansen represtation of (12): prWH

i,t

prLadi,t

prBFi,t

 = β⊥ (α′⊥β⊥)
−1
α′⊥

t∑
j=0

 εWH
i,j

εLadi,j

εBFi,j

+
∞∑
j=0

C∗j

 εWH
i,j

εLadi,j

εBFi,j

+ A, (13)

where α⊥ and β⊥ are the p×(p−r) orthogonal complements of α and β respectively and C∗εi,t−j is
the stationary component of the residuals. The term α′⊥

∑t
j=1 εi,t−j contains the common trends

in the system and can be written more explicitly as:

(
α′⊥,11 α′⊥,21 α′⊥,31
α′⊥,12 α′⊥,22 α′⊥,32

) t∑
j=0

 εWH
i,j

εLadi,j

εBFi,j

 (14)

The orthogonal complement is related to α as follows. If a row of α is all zero (here just the
price for a particular firm), then that implies a unit (row) vector in α′⊥ and hence only the α′⊥,k`
element relating to that firm is unity, meaning that the first row of (14) reduces to just

∑t
j=0 ε

k
ij,

the cumulated error of the kth firm: That firm’s price is efficient, follows a random walk and leads
information discovery since it appears in the determination of the price in the other two markets
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via (14).30 Our expectation is that Betfair as a market leads information discovery, and the
bookmakers follow, and this is tested by imposing zero restrictions on each of the α coefficients in
(12).

We are interested in testing a number of hypotheses using our data, which can be listed as:

(1) Homogeneity of degree zero: βWH + βLad + βBF = 0.

(2) No systematic difference between betting firm prices: β0.

(3) Weak exogeneity of William Hill: αWH = 0.

(4) Weak exogeneity of Ladbrokes: αLad = 0.

(5) Weak exogeneity of Betfair: αBF = 0.

Post-estimation, we test these as over-identifying restrictions on the cointegrated VAR system via
likelihood ratio tests.

A panel cointegrated VAR model of the Johansen (1995) approach would be ideal to condense
reporting of regression output to a minimum here; however, such a model would require a huge
volume of restrictions across different matches and contracts which would likely lead to misleading
econometric results. As such, we take an informal ‘mean groups’ approach (Pesaran and Smith,
1995): We estimate for every match in our sample, and all three contracts, and present the results
of these, using a number of methods to condense and present the information across the entire
dataset. Even in doing this we make a large number of loosely tested assumptions. Most notably,
we assume there is one cointegrating vector representing the co-movements between these price
series. While this seems sensible it need not be the case, and in fact from Tables A.3–A.5, which
report the rank test information for the three contracts for all matches, we find that about a third
of the time a rank 1 conclusion seems inappropriate (at a 5% significance level).31 However,
such a casual analysis does not condense the full weight of information contained within the panel
into some understandable number to aid decision making, and as emphasised earlier when using
calibration testing, we seek to make general conclusions using all available data rather than by
looking at individual segments of it. Fisher (1932) proposed a method of collecting the information
in many tests into one single number via what has become known as the Fisher test: We sum the
logged p-values from each test and scaling this sum by −2 we have a Chi-square distributed test
statistic with 2N degrees of freedom:

−2
N∑
i=1

log(pi) −→ χ2
2N . (15)

The bottom row of all three tables reports the Fisher test statistic p-value which arguably suggest
a rank of two for our entire panel: We reject a rank of zero and of one, but cannot reject a rank
of less than or equal to two and hence would accept the hypothesis of rank one for the panel as a

30The second row is the remaining non-stationary linear combination data remaining in the system, which will
likely be a combination of the other prices.

31Tables A.3–A.5 can be understood by focussing on the right-hand panel (Rank Test) and reading from left to
right. The Johansen (1995) procedure for rank testing proceeds from a null hypothesis of zero rank (r = 0) and if
this hypothesis is rejected then the hypothesis of r ≤ 1 is tested, and this continued until either a test hypothesis
is not rejected or we reach full rank. In around a third of cases, we find that a rank one conclusion would not
necessarily be the most appropriate conclusion.
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whole. Nonetheless, as already mentioned the rank one conclusion is more plausible and helpful
for considering information accumulation, and as such we run with the conclusion.

We also, to a large extent, ignore model misspecification and its possible impact on rank
testing.32 High frequency data usually suffer from autocorrelation and ARCH effects, as well as
leptokurtosis due to the number of small adjustments over the sample, and as such we find many
misspecification tests fail. We include 20 lags (recalling we are using daily data) in each VAR
model in an attempt to mop up the majority of autocorrelation.

These tests are reported for all 22 matches for the three contracts in Tables A.9 (home win),
A.10 (away win) and A.11 (draw). Each match is reported on a row, and the columns refer
to different tests. The first column is the test for the homogeneity of the coefficients in the β
relationship. One asterisk reflects a rejection of the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level, and
two asterisks a rejection at the 1% significance level and hence we do not reject the null hypothesis
of homogeneity if there are no asterisks. In around half of the matches this null hypothesis is not
rejected, and in 62% of cases we do not reject at the 1% level of significance. Campos et al. (2003)
suggest taking a smaller significance level for hypothesis testing in large sample sizes, and hence a
1% significance is more appropriate given our high-frequency data here. Hence, overall it would
seem that we tend towards accepting the hypothesis of homogeneity.

From the second column the insignificance of the constant (hypothesis (2) above) is a hypothesis
frequently rejected throughout, appearing to argue against efficiency in the sense that there is a
systematic difference between the prices of the three firms. However, as already noted, it is likely
that transactions costs ensure that any such differences cannot be exploited via arbitrage.

The third, fourth and fifth columns refer to the zero restrictions on the α coefficients for William
Hill, Ladbrokes and Betfair respectively, hypotheses (3)–(5) from above. As mentioned earlier,
using (14), a zero restriction for one of the bookmaker firms implies that it is weakly exogenous and
hence leads information discovery on the market. Of the three betting companies, Betfair rejects
the test the fewest times (rejecting a third of contracts). The null is that that betting company is
weakly exogenous and hence leads price discovery, and hence this provides some support for our a
priori hypothesis that the information exchange model would enable faster information discovery.
Ladbrokes almost always rejects the null hypothesis, suggesting that it does not lead information
discovery at all, while William Hill rejects in just over half of contracts.

As with the rank testing earlier, calculating a Fisher test statistic here can be helpful in
determining whether over the entire information set contained within the panel a particular test
restriction can be accepted. The bottom rows in all three tables are the Fisher test p-values for
that particular test in that particular table; furthermore in Table A.11 the bottom row cumulates
the information in all three contracts to give an overall picture of whether the restriction should be
accepted or rejected. If we were testing at a conventional 5% significance level then if the Fisher
p-value was below 0.05 we would reject the null hypothesis in that particular column. As can be
seen, all the restrictions are rejected, although for all contracts, the Betfair Fisher test statistic is
the lowest, indicating that it is closest to not rejecting the null hypothesis overall.

We can now consider also the actual α and β coefficients of these relationships; these are found
in Tables A.6 (home), A.7 (away) and A.8 (draw). Again each row relates to a particular match
for that contract, and columns to a particular coefficient. We always normalise on the William
Hill β coefficient and hence that is always at unity. The bottom two rows provide statistics to help
process the sheer volume of numbers: We have the mean coefficients, and the median coefficients.

32Other than recognising that the non-unity-rank conclusions found may reflect varying degrees of model mis-
specification.
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The final column also provides the sum of the coefficients in the cointegrating relationship, and
if this sum is near zero then it is more likely that the homogeneity-of-degree-zero hypothesis is
accepted. The median sum is -0.029 (home) -0.014 (away) and -0.051 (draw), suggesting that
overall the homoegeneity restriction is reasonable; it would appear that the likelihood ratio testing
results are driven by a small number of ‘outlying’ matches such as team1 market, row 6. The
median α coefficients also appear to suggest that Betfair has the smallest size of adjustment with
William Hill the largest and Ladbrokes inbetween. The size of these α coefficients is of interest
because it gives some indication of the length of time which a deviation from equilibrium can be
sustained as we interpret α coefficients as the percentage of any disequilibrium closed each period
by that variable.

Overall, our VAR modelling provides indication that indeed Betfair does lead information
accumulation, although the evidence is not conclusive. An alternative explanation that is a subject
of further research is that of focal points; it may be that because bettors are primarily based in the
UK, and hence familiar with the fractional odds (decimalised) that traditional bookmakers quote,
that even though Betfair is entirely decimal, its prices converge to the nearest familiar fractional
odds, rather than the true price for an event, and hence we may see the appearance of Betfair
prices correcting to traditional bookmaker prices.

5 Concluding Remarks

This paper considers the betting market structure at high frequency using a unique dataset com-
prising live “in-running” prices collected at high frequency from two large bookmakers and the
dominant betting exchange. Thus two different market structures are considered, both of which
have close financial market equivalents. It considers the price competitiveness of the three firms,
concluding that the betting exchange offers the more competitive pricing on average, by a signif-
icant margin. Reasons for the continued survival and success of the bookmaker firms are then
explored. With limited data for such investigation, it is suggested that learning costs (real or
perceived) and customer loyalty efforts on the part of bookmakers provide the most plausible ex-
planations. After this, a study of the information processing ability of the markets is carried
out, and mixed evidence is found regarding information discovery. Our study provides tentative
support for the hypothesis that the exchange model leads information discovery.
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6 Appendix: Supplementary Material

Match Team 1 Team 2
1 Romania France
2 Netherlands Italy
3 Spain Russia
4 Greece Sweden
5 CzechRepublic Portugal
6 Switzerland Turkey
7 Austria Poland
8 Italy Romania
9 Netherlands France
10 Sweden Spain
11 Greece Russia
12 Switzerland Portugal
13 Turkey CzechRepublic
14 Poland Croatia
15 France Italy
16 Netherlands Romania
17 Greece Spain
18 Russia Sweden
19 Croatia Turkey
20 Netherlands Russia
21 Spain Italy
22 Russia Spain

Table A.1: Sampled matches from Euro 2008 football tournament.

Table A.2: Summary of betfair trading for the 25 Euro 2008 soccer matches in our sample
Total Volume Per Match Pre-Match Volume % In-Running Volume Per Sec Volume

Average 31,104,642 15,142,316 52 2,534
Maxima 51,555,000 32,661,600 68 3,503
Minima 7,914,060 4,242,060 32 583
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Eigenvalues Rank Test
Match e1 e2 e3 r = 0 pr=0 r ≤ 1 pr≤1 r ≤ 2 pr≤2

1 0.060 0.009 0.003 87.968 0.000 ∗∗ 13.891 0.304 3.3523 0.528
2 0.010 0.007 0.002 32.357 0.098 14.603 0.256 2.7325 0.638
3 0.054 0.010 0.004 68.457 0.000 ∗∗ 13.474 0.335 3.7498 0.462
4 0.064 0.023 0.001 201.37 0.000 ∗∗ 54.946 0.000 ∗∗ 2.6189 0.659
5 0.025 0.017 0.003 52.484 0.000 ∗∗ 22.968 0.019 ∗ 3.5121 0.501
6 0.031 0.015 0.001 71.611 0.000 ∗∗ 24.438 0.011 ∗ 1.5493 0.854
7 0.023 0.014 0.004 28.965 0.203 12.736 0.394 3.0577 0.579
8 0.025 0.013 0.003 40.794 0.010 ∗∗ 15.621 0.197 2.4799 0.685
9 0.046 0.026 0.007 48.909 0.001 ∗∗ 20.279 0.048 ∗ 4.3117 0.380

10 0.070 0.010 0.003 112.37 0.000 ∗∗ 17.733 0.108 3.9921 0.425
11 0.033 0.014 0.001 98.096 0.000 ∗∗ 30.748 0.001 ∗∗ 2.4683 0.687
12 0.076 0.016 0.001 115.42 0.000 ∗∗ 21.444 0.032 ∗ 1.7663 0.817
13 0.025 0.007 0.003 75.986 0.000 ∗∗ 21.297 0.034 ∗ 6.5159 0.159
14 0.123 0.034 0.001 155.72 0.000 ∗∗ 33.629 0.000 ∗∗ 1.2178 0.907
15 0.072 0.013 0.003 114.89 0.000 ∗∗ 20.231 0.049 ∗ 3.5181 0.500
16 0.057 0.010 0.002 88.505 0.000 ∗∗ 14.973 0.233 1.8949 0.794
17 0.139 0.009 0.003 190.99 0.000 ∗∗ 14.693 0.250 3.4404 0.513
18 0.042 0.014 0.002 120.66 0.000 ∗∗ 33.212 0.000 ∗∗ 4.0503 0.417
19 0.087 0.048 0.002 163.59 0.000 ∗∗ 58.968 0.000 ∗∗ 1.7924 0.812
20 0.020 0.008 0.004 31.050 0.131 11.186 0.532 3.5879 0.488
21 0.071 0.019 0.003 167.59 0.000 ∗∗ 38.855 0.000 ∗∗ 5.1463 0.277
22 0.027 0.008 0.002 39.634 0.014 ∗ 10.374 0.609 1.8063 0.809

Fisher 338.0 0.000 ∗∗ 173.2 0.000 ∗∗ 26.5 0.983

Table A.3: Rank Test Output for Home Market
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Eigenvalues Rank Test
Match e1 e2 e3 r = 0 pr=0 r ≤ 1 pr≤1 r ≤ 2 pr≤2

1 0.105 0.012 0.002 151.04 0.000 ∗∗ 16.684 0.147 2.6710 0.649
2 0.167 0.013 0.003 197.46 0.000 ∗∗ 15.586 0.198 2.9928 0.591
3 0.009 0.003 0.002 24.915 0.410 8.9070 0.746 3.0273 0.584
4 0.093 0.041 0.007 324.93 0.000 ∗∗ 107.96 0.000 ∗∗ 14.953 0.003 ∗∗

5 0.017 0.005 0.003 28.890 0.206 9.5185 0.690 3.6162 0.484
6 0.053 0.010 0.006 105.18 0.000 ∗∗ 23.175 0.018 ∗ 8.4274 0.069
7 0.029 0.017 0.003 34.027 0.065 13.692 0.318 1.9312 0.787
8 0.024 0.007 0.005 35.526 0.044 ∗ 11.420 0.510 4.4669 0.359
9 0.047 0.023 0.007 48.261 0.001 ∗∗ 18.762 0.079 4.2727 0.385

10 0.032 0.006 0.003 53.887 0.000 ∗∗ 11.590 0.495 4.2382 0.390
11 0.059 0.009 0.001 143.46 0.000 ∗∗ 20.460 0.045 ∗ 1.8091 0.809
12 0.053 0.006 0.002 73.876 0.000 ∗∗ 8.5307 0.779 1.8234 0.806
13 0.087 0.023 0.003 109.52 0.000 ∗∗ 25.052 0.009 ∗∗ 3.1994 0.554
14 0.013 0.004 0.003 44.468 0.003 ∗∗ 15.167 0.222 6.5157 0.159
15 0.022 0.016 0.003 52.685 0.000 ∗∗ 24.505 0.011 ∗ 3.8408 0.448
16 0.044 0.020 0.001 82.562 0.000 ∗∗ 26.366 0.005 ∗∗ 1.3838 0.881
17 0.103 0.027 0.004 165.10 0.000 ∗∗ 36.872 0.000 ∗∗ 4.6220 0.339
18 0.040 0.010 0.002 107.56 0.000 ∗∗ 24.320 0.011 ∗ 3.1879 0.556
19 0.064 0.033 0.003 117.42 0.000 ∗∗ 41.790 0.000 ∗∗ 2.9768 0.593
20 0.021 0.007 0.001 29.268 0.191 8.3379 0.795 1.1131 0.921
21 0.052 0.024 0.005 144.13 0.000 ∗∗ 50.766 0.000 ∗∗ 9.1565 0.050 ∗

22 0.047 0.018 0.003 73.722 0.000 ∗∗ 22.577 0.022 ∗ 3.3062 0.536
Fisher 321.4 0.000 ∗∗ 156.0 0.000 ∗∗ 47.0 0.350

Table A.4: Rank Test Output for Away (team2) Market
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Eigenvalues Rank Test
Match e1 e2 e3 r = 0 pr=0 r ≤ 1 pr≤1 r ≤ 2 pr≤2

1 0.014 0.010 0.001 30.048 0.163 12.572 0.407 0.97801 0.939
2 0.021 0.008 0.003 31.787 0.111 10.967 0.553 2.6635 0.651
3 0.045 0.012 0.006 142.82 0.000 ∗∗ 40.385 0.000 ∗∗ 13.908 0.005 ∗∗

4 0.010 0.004 0.001 26.614 0.313 9.5859 0.684 1.9928 0.776
5 0.036 0.004 0.003 50.625 0.000 ∗∗ 8.6602 0.768 3.9385 0.433
6 0.056 0.013 0.004 111.92 0.000 ∗∗ 25.972 0.006 ∗∗ 5.9094 0.205
7 0.025 0.013 0.002 28.388 0.227 10.569 0.591 1.4751 0.866
8 0.013 0.011 0.002 25.777 0.359 12.980 0.374 1.9322 0.787
9 0.044 0.029 0.007 49.644 0.001 ∗∗ 22.276 0.024 ∗ 4.5413 0.349

10 0.071 0.007 0.002 108.41 0.000 ∗∗ 12.253 0.435 3.1871 0.556
11 0.035 0.011 0.007 108.05 0.000 ∗∗ 36.744 0.000 ∗∗ 14.304 0.004 ∗∗

12 0.068 0.007 0.002 94.361 0.000 ∗∗ 10.760 0.573 1.8726 0.798
13 0.031 0.018 0.003 49.016 0.001 ∗∗ 19.709 0.058 2.9378 0.600
14 0.041 0.007 0.001 62.359 0.000 ∗∗ 9.8772 0.657 1.6220 0.842
15 0.032 0.012 0.003 103.51 0.000 ∗∗ 31.536 0.001 ∗∗ 5.7073 0.222
16 0.038 0.011 0.001 62.877 0.000 ∗∗ 15.181 0.221 1.2759 0.898
17 0.045 0.014 0.003 74.600 0.000 ∗∗ 19.653 0.059 3.0387 0.582
18 0.029 0.011 0.001 85.010 0.000 ∗∗ 25.215 0.008 ∗∗ 2.1913 0.739
19 0.060 0.010 0.004 87.097 0.000 ∗∗ 15.971 0.179 4.4779 0.357
20 0.056 0.008 0.002 67.166 0.000 ∗∗ 9.4290 0.699 1.7275 0.823
21 0.029 0.008 0.002 67.753 0.000 ∗∗ 16.894 0.138 3.4298 0.515
22 0.011 0.005 0.002 18.720 0.800 7.2683 0.874 2.2952 0.719

Fisher 300.9 0.000 ∗∗ 111.4 0.000 ∗∗ 43.1 0.511

Table A.5: Rank Test Output for Draw Market
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Match β0 βWH βLad βBF αWH αLad αBF Sum

1 −0.018
(0.007)

1 −1.139
(0.109)

0.177
(0.115)

−0.003
(−0.003)

0.147
(0.018)

0.006
(0.014)

0.038

2 −0.006
(0.007)

1 −0.520
(0.131)

−0.475
(0.135)

0.007
(0.007)

0.041
(0.012)

0.025
(0.013)

0.005

3 −0.037
(0.006)

1 0.668
(0.122)

−1.716
(0.126)

−0.040
(−0.040)

−0.143
(0.022)

−0.077
(0.029)

-0.048

4 −0.066
(0.019)

1 −1.989
(0.143)

1.235
(0.161)

0.028
(0.028)

0.096
(0.010)

−0.026
(0.007)

0.246

5 −0.019
(0.008)

1 0.806
(0.310)

−1.891
(0.343)

−0.022
(−0.022)

−0.071
(0.017)

−0.010
(0.012)

-0.085

6 0.184
(0.033)

1 −0.695
(0.706)

−1.229
(0.833)

−0.003
(−0.003)

−0.008
(0.002)

−0.005
(0.001)

-0.924

7 0.018
(0.018)

1 −1.754
(0.689)

0.798
(0.822)

−0.021
(−0.021)

0.013
(0.007)

−0.003
(0.009)

0.043

8 −0.564
(0.106)

1 2.551
(0.598)

−3.031
(0.510)

−0.012
(−0.012)

−0.027
(0.007)

−0.012
(0.006)

0.520

9 4.533
(0.935)

1 −28.581
(9.407)

17.826
(8.192)

0.000
(0.000)

−0.001
(0.001)

−0.005
(0.001)

-9.755

10 0.061
(0.007)

1 −0.812
(0.046)

−0.237
(0.045)

−0.009
(−0.009)

0.207
(0.022)

−0.020
(0.017)

-0.049

11 −0.006
(0.003)

1 −1.132
(0.074)

0.178
(0.081)

−0.006
(−0.006)

0.145
(0.018)

−0.007
(0.009)

0.046

12 −0.022
(0.022)

1 −1.404
(0.148)

0.529
(0.153)

0.001
(0.001)

0.100
(0.010)

−0.002
(0.007)

0.125

13 0.047
(0.044)

1 0.412
(0.273)

−1.678
(0.259)

−0.006
(−0.006)

−0.019
(0.004)

−0.002
(0.002)

-0.266

14 0.019
(0.008)

1 0.884
(0.097)

−2.042
(0.104)

−0.054
(−0.054)

−0.149
(0.017)

−0.008
(0.017)

-0.159

15 −0.029
(0.010)

1 3.836
(0.453)

−5.302
(0.503)

−0.025
(−0.025)

−0.006
(0.005)

0.063
(0.010)

-0.466

16 −0.011
(0.002)

1 −0.610
(0.047)

−0.362
(0.047)

0.038
(0.038)

0.419
(0.050)

0.035
(0.027)

0.028

17 0.010
(0.004)

1 −2.242
(0.148)

1.390
(0.161)

0.004
(0.004)

0.211
(0.016)

0.000
(0.006)

0.148

18 −0.051
(0.009)

1 2.545
(0.318)

−3.833
(0.331)

−0.002
(−0.002)

−0.035
(0.004)

0.003
(0.003)

-0.288

19 −0.052
(0.016)

1 1.563
(0.203)

−2.563
(0.200)

−0.017
(−0.017)

−0.089
(0.009)

0.000
(0.011)

0.001

20 0.049
(0.020)

1 0.406
(0.277)

−1.818
(0.348)

−0.024
(−0.024)

−0.028
(0.009)

0.005
(0.010)

-0.412

21 0.336
(0.058)

1 −2.180
(0.215)

0.876
(0.172)

0.002
(0.002)

0.112
(0.011)

0.012
(0.003)

-0.304

22 0.005
(0.009)

1 −0.855
(0.110)

−0.155
(0.108)

−0.112
(−0.112)

0.206
(0.052)

−0.107
(0.035)

-0.010

Mean 0.199
(0.061)

1 −1.375
(0.665)

−0.151
(0.625)

−0.013
(0.008)

0.051
(0.015)

−0.006
(0.011)

-0.526

Median −0.006
(0.010)

1 −0.653
(0.176)

−0.418
(0.167)

−0.006
(0.006)

0.006
(0.011)

−0.003
(0.010)

-0.029

Table A.6: Cointegration coefficients for Home (team1) Market
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Match β0 βWH βLad βBF αWH αLad αBF Sum

1 0.010
(0.004)

1 −0.985
(0.060)

−0.026
(0.067)

0.016
(0.016)

0.117
(0.019)

0.129
(0.017)

-0.011

2 −0.066
(0.008)

1 2.841
(0.228)

−4.110
(0.248)

−0.031
(−0.031)

−0.121
(0.009)

−0.039
(0.016)

-0.269

3 −0.028
(0.013)

1 −0.531
(0.107)

−0.458
(0.110)

−0.025
(−0.025)

0.036
(0.014)

−0.007
(0.015)

0.011

4 0.015
(0.005)

1 −0.811
(0.043)

−0.287
(0.053)

−0.057
(−0.057)

0.334
(0.023)

0.000
(0.014)

-0.099

5 −0.045
(0.010)

1 −0.106
(0.206)

−0.900
(0.217)

−0.029
(−0.029)

−0.060
(0.025)

0.026
(0.022)

-0.006

6 1.197
(0.418)

1 11.973
(3.501)

−17.683
(3.488)

−0.001
(−0.001)

−0.004
(0.001)

0.001
(0.000)

-4.710

7 −0.036
(0.061)

1 3.689
(0.899)

−4.853
(0.934)

0.004
(0.004)

−0.015
(0.004)

0.008
(0.005)

-0.163

8 0.008
(0.005)

1 −0.982
(0.148)

−0.135
(0.138)

−0.019
(−0.019)

0.108
(0.024)

0.051
(0.046)

-0.117

9 −0.215
(0.045)

1 −0.732
(0.560)

0.453
(0.606)

0.019
(0.019)

0.025
(0.008)

0.013
(0.007)

0.721

10 0.003
(0.001)

1 −1.030
(0.066)

−0.051
(0.093)

−0.009
(−0.009)

0.085
(0.014)

−0.016
(0.018)

-0.081

11 0.105
(0.017)

1 −2.449
(0.190)

1.408
(0.188)

0.009
(0.009)

0.084
(0.008)

−0.002
(0.005)

-0.041

12 0.362
(0.261)

1 −15.064
(2.201)

14.860
(2.119)

0.000
(0.000)

0.006
(0.001)

0.000
(0.001)

0.796

13 −0.123
(0.043)

1 5.799
(0.665)

−8.114
(0.789)

−0.003
(−0.003)

−0.029
(0.003)

−0.001
(0.002)

-1.315

14 0.029
(0.019)

1 −0.487
(0.267)

−0.676
(0.246)

−0.006
(−0.006)

−0.013
(0.005)

−0.004
(0.002)

-0.163

15 −0.029
(0.021)

1 −0.252
(0.130)

−0.746
(0.129)

−0.071
(−0.071)

0.030
(0.024)

−0.009
(0.026)

0.002

16 0.009
(0.018)

1 −1.002
(0.117)

0.003
(0.106)

−0.008
(−0.008)

0.182
(0.025)

−0.004
(0.018)

0.001

17 −0.271
(0.029)

1 2.287
(0.210)

−3.098
(0.198)

0.001
(0.001)

−0.124
(0.011)

0.003
(0.006)

0.189

18 0.104
(0.027)

1 −3.060
(0.308)

2.099
(0.321)

0.004
(0.004)

0.038
(0.004)

0.000
(0.002)

0.038

19 −0.185
(0.031)

1 1.764
(0.260)

−2.646
(0.248)

−0.039
(−0.039)

−0.071
(0.010)

−0.012
(0.010)

0.119

20 −0.011
(0.012)

1 −0.266
(0.144)

−0.732
(0.135)

−0.045
(−0.045)

−0.059
(0.021)

0.185
(0.057)

0.003

21 −0.044
(0.010)

1 1.677
(0.253)

−2.694
(0.233)

−0.020
(−0.020)

−0.050
(0.009)

0.021
(0.008)

-0.017

22 −0.090
(0.013)

1 4.183
(0.663)

−5.353
(0.690)

−0.010
(−0.010)

−0.074
(0.011)

−0.005
(0.006)

-0.170

Mean 0.032
(0.049)

1 0.293
(0.510)

−1.534
(0.516)

−0.014
(0.009)

0.019
(0.012)

0.015
(0.014)

-0.240

Median −0.020
(0.018)

1 −0.376
(0.219)

−0.704
(0.225)

−0.008
(0.007)

0.001
(0.010)

0.000
(0.009)

-0.014

Table A.7: Cointegration coefficients for Away (team2) Market
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Match β0 βWH βLad βBF αWH αLad αBF Sum

1 0.365
(0.111)

1 −1.687
(0.766)

−0.562
(0.635)

−0.006
(−0.006)

0.001
(0.003)

0.001
(0.002)

-1.249

2 −0.090
(0.039)

1 0.903
(0.236)

−1.895
(0.218)

−0.008
(−0.008)

−0.048
(0.013)

−0.057
(0.026)

0.008

3 0.717
(0.110)

1 −1.873
(1.594)

−1.543
(1.569)

−0.002
(−0.002)

−0.005
(0.001)

−0.003
(0.000)

-2.416

4 0.094
(0.045)

1 0.224
(0.411)

−1.734
(0.421)

−0.006
(−0.006)

−0.005
(0.002)

−0.004
(0.002)

-0.510

5 −0.020
(0.009)

1 0.218
(0.127)

−1.348
(0.125)

−0.043
(−0.043)

−0.117
(0.029)

0.036
(0.015)

-0.130

6 −1.332
(0.205)

1 −27.334
(5.062)

30.405
(5.215)

0.001
(0.001)

0.004
(0.001)

0.001
(0.000)

4.071

7 −0.233
(0.056)

1 3.693
(0.847)

−4.440
(0.785)

0.013
(0.013)

−0.016
(0.005)

0.002
(0.008)

0.253

8 −0.139
(0.039)

1 1.010
(0.430)

−1.657
(0.322)

−0.007
(−0.007)

−0.033
(0.012)

−0.020
(0.014)

0.354

9 −0.042
(0.023)

1 −0.351
(0.313)

−0.574
(0.306)

0.004
(0.004)

0.058
(0.024)

0.062
(0.014)

0.075

10 0.011
(0.007)

1 −1.782
(0.152)

0.735
(0.150)

0.002
(0.002)

0.105
(0.011)

0.009
(0.011)

-0.048

11 0.052
(0.015)

1 −1.835
(0.224)

0.781
(0.214)

0.009
(0.009)

0.088
(0.011)

−0.005
(0.004)

-0.054

12 −0.155
(0.029)

1 −1.479
(0.155)

1.018
(0.184)

−0.001
(−0.001)

0.097
(0.011)

−0.006
(0.005)

0.539

13 0.391
(0.148)

1 −9.121
(1.702)

8.296
(1.724)

0.000
(0.000)

0.009
(0.002)

0.001
(0.001)

0.175

14 −0.057
(0.019)

1 0.237
(0.150)

−1.217
(0.126)

−0.082
(−0.082)

0.031
(0.014)

−0.044
(0.022)

0.020

15 0.485
(0.135)

1 0.002
(1.316)

−2.835
(1.221)

0.001
(0.001)

−0.003
(0.001)

−0.001
(0.000)

-1.833

16 0.141
(0.040)

1 −3.302
(0.455)

2.017
(0.402)

0.000
(0.000)

0.044
(0.007)

0.001
(0.005)

-0.286

17 0.025
(0.014)

1 −1.301
(0.178)

0.064
(0.141)

−0.018
(−0.018)

0.088
(0.013)

−0.003
(0.007)

-0.236

18 0.011
(0.017)

1 −2.697
(0.325)

1.907
(0.349)

0.005
(0.005)

0.034
(0.005)

0.001
(0.003)

0.210

19 0.152
(0.044)

1 −4.521
(0.531)

3.450
(0.501)

0.002
(0.002)

0.028
(0.004)

0.022
(0.009)

-0.071

20 −0.005
(0.005)

1 −0.161
(0.051)

−0.949
(0.052)

−0.108
(−0.108)

−0.084
(0.031)

0.100
(0.057)

-0.110

21 −0.090
(0.028)

1 1.071
(0.279)

−1.885
(0.216)

−0.008
(−0.008)

−0.043
(0.010)

0.006
(0.006)

0.186

22 −0.023
(0.012)

1 −0.007
(0.246)

−1.071
(0.229)

0.023
(0.023)

0.006
(0.017)

0.043
(0.016)

-0.077

Mean 0.012
(0.052)

1 −2.277
(0.707)

1.226
(0.687)

−0.010
(0.006)

0.011
(0.010)

0.006
(0.010)

-0.051

Median 0.003
(0.034)

1 −0.826
(0.319)

−0.762
(0.314)

−0.000
(0.005)

0.005
(0.010)

0.001
(0.007)

-0.051

Table A.8: Cointegration coefficients for Draw Market
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Match LRhomog LRβ0=0 LRWH LRLad LRBF LRall

1 4.713 0.030 ∗∗ 3.787 0.052 ∗ 0.061 0.805 59.222 0.000 ∗∗ 0.158 0.691 5.607 0.132
2 0.043 0.835 0.613 0.434 0.155 0.694 5.361 0.021 ∗∗ 2.142 0.143 3.970 0.265
3 13.200 0.000 ∗∗ 31.146 0.000 ∗∗ 7.021 0.008 ∗∗ 37.868 0.000 ∗∗ 7.188 0.007 ∗∗ .NaN .NaN
4 35.639 0.000 ∗∗ 11.550 0.001 ∗∗ 41.818 0.000 ∗∗ 58.597 0.000 ∗∗ 16.260 0.000 ∗∗ 52.888 0.000 ∗∗

5 1.690 0.194 5.436 0.020 ∗∗ 7.290 0.007 ∗∗ 5.984 0.014 ∗∗ 0.669 0.413 6.900 0.075 ∗

6 12.550 0.000 ∗∗ 20.523 0.000 ∗∗ 18.784 0.000 ∗∗ 8.568 0.003 ∗∗ 8.557 0.003 ∗∗ 27.308 0.000 ∗∗

7 0.026 0.873 0.711 0.399 5.253 0.022 ∗∗ 1.685 0.194 0.113 0.737 0.889 0.828
8 11.609 0.001 ∗∗ 11.384 0.001 ∗∗ 4.261 0.039 ∗∗ 7.450 0.006 ∗∗ 2.243 0.134 .NaN .NaN
9 12.493 0.000 ∗∗ 11.271 0.001 ∗∗ 0.253 0.615 1.229 0.268 11.291 0.001 ∗∗ 14.822 0.002 ∗∗

10 29.910 0.000 ∗∗ 46.867 0.000 ∗∗ 0.181 0.670 79.368 0.000 ∗∗ 1.265 0.261 71.108 0.000 ∗∗

11 3.222 0.073 ∗ 3.402 0.065 ∗ 0.511 0.474 37.942 0.000 ∗∗ 0.511 0.475 3.881 0.275
12 4.192 0.041 ∗∗ 0.963 0.326 0.043 0.835 74.292 0.000 ∗∗ 0.097 0.756 6.435 0.092 ∗

13 11.051 0.001 ∗∗ 0.675 0.411 26.900 0.000 ∗∗ 23.704 0.000 ∗∗ 1.442 0.230 31.827 0.000 ∗∗

14 41.714 0.000 ∗∗ 5.449 0.020 ∗∗ 25.515 0.000 ∗∗ 59.155 0.000 ∗∗ 0.232 0.630 .NaN .NaN
15 33.116 0.000 ∗∗ 2.959 0.085 ∗ 34.726 0.000 ∗∗ 1.631 0.202 34.912 0.000 ∗∗ 74.581 0.000 ∗∗

16 5.159 0.023 ∗∗ 9.815 0.002 ∗∗ 2.481 0.115 59.759 0.000 ∗∗ 1.752 0.186 11.457 0.009 ∗∗

17 48.834 0.000 ∗∗ 3.602 0.058 ∗ 0.225 0.635 164.540 0.000 ∗∗ 0.001 0.973 50.845 0.000 ∗∗

18 .NaN .NaN 33.594 0.000 ∗∗ 2.520 0.112 55.086 0.000 ∗∗ 0.799 0.371 .NaN .NaN
19 0.000 0.989 7.961 0.005 ∗∗ 6.626 0.010 ∗∗ 42.560 0.000 ∗∗ 0.000 0.989 .NaN .NaN
20 10.961 0.001 ∗∗ 4.996 0.025 ∗∗ 11.744 0.001 ∗∗ 6.589 0.010 ∗∗ 0.241 0.624 .NaN .NaN
21 12.471 0.000 ∗∗ 17.212 0.000 ∗∗ 0.068 0.795 85.093 0.000 ∗∗ 14.807 0.000 ∗∗ 45.414 0.000 ∗∗

22 1.917 0.166 0.183 0.669 8.749 0.003 ∗∗ 12.582 0.000 ∗∗ 7.100 0.008 ∗∗ 11.623 0.009 ∗∗

Fisher 166.7 0.000 ∗∗ 133.7 0.000 ∗∗ 112.9 0.000 ∗∗ 217.6 0.000 ∗∗ 106.0 0.000 ∗∗ 179.5 0.000 ∗∗

Table A.9: Tests of restrictions on three-company cointegrated VAR model (team1).
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Match LRhomog LRβ0=0 LRWH LRLad LRBF LRall

1 0.630 0.427 8.026 0.005 ∗∗ 1.147 0.284 36.224 0.000 ∗∗ 56.901 0.000 ∗∗ 67.464 0.000 ∗∗

2 98.810 0.000 ∗∗ 62.752 0.000 ∗∗ 11.056 0.001 ∗∗ 158.200 0.000 ∗∗ 5.953 0.015 ∗∗ 172.230 0.000 ∗∗

3 0.303 0.582 3.360 0.067 ∗ 2.957 0.085 ∗ 4.670 0.031 ∗∗ 0.167 0.683 5.163 0.160
4 3.561 0.059 ∗ 4.603 0.032 ∗∗ 3.801 0.051 ∗ 113.850 0.000 ∗∗ 0.001 0.973 6.332 0.097 ∗

5 0.106 0.744 11.147 0.001 ∗∗ 11.502 0.001 ∗∗ 4.133 0.042 ∗∗ 1.134 0.287 .NaN .NaN
6 48.719 0.000 ∗∗ 7.110 0.008 ∗∗ 24.166 0.000 ∗∗ 42.447 0.000 ∗∗ 5.398 0.020 ∗∗ .NaN .NaN
7 1.433 0.231 0.202 0.653 0.429 0.512 8.569 0.003 ∗∗ 2.249 0.134 12.573 0.006 ∗∗

8 14.932 0.000 ∗∗ 2.592 0.107 0.826 0.364 17.112 0.000 ∗∗ 0.956 0.328 17.451 0.001 ∗∗

9 14.797 0.000 ∗∗ 12.015 0.001 ∗∗ 14.915 0.000 ∗∗ 7.977 0.005 ∗∗ 2.033 0.154 21.460 0.000 ∗∗

10 3.099 0.078 ∗ 6.773 0.009 ∗∗ 0.647 0.421 32.602 0.000 ∗∗ 0.714 0.398 8.898 0.031 ∗∗

11 3.095 0.079 ∗ 36.039 0.000 ∗∗ 8.155 0.004 ∗∗ 86.102 0.000 ∗∗ 0.188 0.665 50.135 0.000 ∗∗

12 2.184 0.139 1.723 0.189 0.178 0.673 58.505 0.000 ∗∗ 0.006 0.936 10.191 0.017 ∗∗

13 .NaN .NaN 7.439 0.006 ∗∗ 2.382 0.123 59.373 0.000 ∗∗ 0.241 0.623 .NaN .NaN
14 2.607 0.106 1.634 0.201 15.887 0.000 ∗∗ 5.381 0.020 ∗∗ 1.665 0.197 4.671 0.198
15 0.003 0.958 1.234 0.267 5.408 0.020 ∗∗ 0.444 0.505 0.094 0.759 3.750 0.290
16 0.002 0.968 0.105 0.746 0.132 0.716 31.057 0.000 ∗∗ 0.060 0.806 1.218 0.749
17 27.357 0.000 ∗∗ 36.442 0.000 ∗∗ 0.012 0.912 94.361 0.000 ∗∗ 0.220 0.639 .NaN .NaN
18 0.300 0.584 10.012 0.002 ∗∗ 4.012 0.045 ∗∗ 59.406 0.000 ∗∗ 0.054 0.815 38.212 0.000 ∗∗

19 4.239 0.039 ∗∗ 29.441 0.000 ∗∗ 11.586 0.001 ∗∗ 26.431 0.000 ∗∗ 1.442 0.230 .NaN .NaN
20 0.015 0.903 0.749 0.387 7.819 0.005 ∗∗ 5.248 0.022 ∗∗ 7.982 0.005 ∗∗ 15.837 0.001 ∗∗

21 0.027 0.870 16.550 0.000 ∗∗ 36.030 0.000 ∗∗ 18.837 0.000 ∗∗ 4.509 0.034 ∗∗ .NaN .NaN
22 17.474 0.000 ∗∗ 25.132 0.000 ∗∗ 1.751 0.186 29.873 0.000 ∗∗ 0.407 0.524 .NaN .NaN

Fisher 83.6 0.000 ∗∗ 113.7 0.000 ∗∗ 103.4 0.000 ∗∗ 210.9 0.000 ∗∗ 55.8 0.110 158.8 0.000 ∗∗

Table A.10: Tests of restrictions on three-company cointegrated VAR model (team2).
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Match LRhomog LRβ0=0 LRWH LRLad LRBF LRall

1 6.503 0.011 ∗∗ 5.484 0.019 ∗∗ 5.859 0.015 ∗∗ 0.080 0.778 0.086 0.770 .NaN .NaN
2 0.003 0.953 4.770 0.029 ∗∗ 0.669 0.414 9.718 0.002 ∗∗ 4.161 0.041 ∗∗ .NaN .NaN
3 79.249 0.000 ∗∗ 35.779 0.000 ∗∗ 18.027 0.000 ∗∗ 22.724 0.000 ∗∗ 50.016 0.000 ∗∗ 80.359 0.000 ∗∗

4 8.342 0.004 ∗∗ 2.858 0.091 ∗ 9.401 0.002 ∗∗ 4.248 0.039 ∗∗ 1.511 0.219 10.700 0.013 ∗∗

5 15.275 0.000 ∗∗ 5.024 0.025 ∗∗ 21.861 0.000 ∗∗ 14.747 0.000 ∗∗ 5.234 0.022 ∗∗ 40.696 0.000 ∗∗

6 58.688 0.000 ∗∗ 39.968 0.000 ∗∗ 15.128 0.000 ∗∗ 32.290 0.000 ∗∗ 37.121 0.000 ∗∗ 58.036 0.000 ∗∗

7 2.308 0.129 8.606 0.003 ∗∗ 3.310 0.069 ∗ 6.019 0.014 ∗∗ 0.072 0.788 .NaN .NaN
8 .NaN .NaN 1.631 0.202 0.399 0.528 1.150 0.284 0.658 0.417 10.620 0.014 ∗∗

9 1.357 0.244 1.375 0.241 0.067 0.796 2.352 0.125 8.690 0.003 ∗∗ 14.828 0.002 ∗∗

10 4.949 0.026 ∗∗ 1.263 0.261 0.106 0.744 86.789 0.000 ∗∗ 0.672 0.412 5.865 0.118
11 5.013 0.025 ∗∗ 8.451 0.004 ∗∗ 3.374 0.066 ∗ 46.220 0.000 ∗∗ 1.317 0.251 9.345 0.025 ∗∗

12 21.105 0.000 ∗∗ 10.923 0.001 ∗∗ 0.049 0.825 74.665 0.000 ∗∗ 1.780 0.182 46.105 0.000 ∗∗

13 0.393 0.531 7.211 0.007 ∗∗ 0.103 0.749 12.532 0.000 ∗∗ 0.435 0.510 12.333 0.006 ∗∗

14 0.071 0.789 7.950 0.005 ∗∗ 28.496 0.000 ∗∗ 4.382 0.036 ∗∗ 4.043 0.044 ∗∗ 37.926 0.000 ∗∗

15 .NaN .NaN 3.944 0.047 ∗∗ 8.754 0.003 ∗∗ 17.381 0.000 ∗∗ 33.445 0.000 ∗∗ .NaN .NaN
16 8.934 0.003 ∗∗ 9.509 0.002 ∗∗ 0.006 0.939 33.620 0.000 ∗∗ 0.026 0.872 10.581 0.014 ∗∗

17 22.862 0.000 ∗∗ 1.464 0.226 5.813 0.016 ∗∗ 33.866 0.000 ∗∗ 0.225 0.635 26.411 0.000 ∗∗

18 10.444 0.001 ∗∗ 0.268 0.605 5.965 0.015 ∗∗ 34.499 0.000 ∗∗ 0.160 0.690 18.207 0.000 ∗∗

19 0.405 0.524 10.646 0.001 ∗∗ 0.476 0.490 56.122 0.000 ∗∗ 5.759 0.016 ∗∗ 28.078 0.000 ∗∗

20 41.965 0.000 ∗∗ 1.176 0.278 48.120 0.000 ∗∗ 7.067 0.008 ∗∗ 2.939 0.086 ∗ 55.776 0.000 ∗∗

21 2.336 0.126 8.355 0.004 ∗∗ 22.834 0.000 ∗∗ 14.731 0.000 ∗∗ 0.910 0.340 20.757 0.000 ∗∗

22 3.477 0.062 ∗ 1.746 0.186 2.128 0.145 0.087 0.768 5.770 0.016 ∗∗ 9.110 0.028 ∗∗

Fisher 175.3 0.000 ∗∗ 146.6 0.000 ∗∗ 150.4 0.000 ∗∗ 242.0 0.000 ∗∗ 99.8 0.000 ∗∗ 237.5 0.000 ∗∗

Overall 425.6 0.000 ∗∗ 394.0 0.000 ∗∗ 366.7 0.000 ∗∗ 670.5 0.000 ∗∗ 261.6 0.000 ∗∗ 575.9 0.000 ∗∗

Table A.11: Tests of restrictions on three-company cointegrated VAR model (draw).
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